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. Welcome to InsideOut  .  

Thank you for choosing InsideOut: Christian 
Resources for Outdoor Ministries as your 
program resource for outdoor ministry this year. 
What an exciting and awesome opportunity you 
have right in the middle of God’s wonderful 
creation to invite campers to live in the Spirit! 
As camp directors and counselors, you know 
that the program resource is only the backdrop 
to the amazing things God does through the 
Holy Spirit in the lives of campers and staff at 
camp. You know that outdoor experiences, love 
of God’s creation, safe community, and life-long 
relationship building with God through Jesus 
Christ are the anchors of Christian education 
at camp. Our hope is that this resource will 
be a partner, taking much of the burden of 
planning off of you and freeing your staff for holy 
conversation and Spirit-filled experiences. Feel free 
to mold, shape, and adapt this resource to meet 
your camp needs.

What Is InsideOut?
InsideOut is published by Chalice Press and 
represents their commitment to creating and 
offering excellent, effective, and economical tools 
for Christian camps. The goal of these resources 
is to bring together theological scholarship, 
experiential learning, biblically grounded teaching 
and learning experiences, culturally relevant 
language and illustrations, inclusivity, and 
environmental responsibility. 

InsideOut: Christian Resources for Outdoor 
Ministries is following a four-year rotation of 
themes: God, Jesus, Holy Spirit, and the Church. 
Power Up! Living in the Spirit is the 2015 edition. 

InsideOut writers are selected through an 
application process and are chosen for quality 
of writing and feet-on-the-ground experience 
in Christian camps. Read their biographical 
information above, and you will know you are in 
good hands. If you are interested in applying for 
writing for the 2017 edition, please indicate that 
on the evaluation form on the next-to-last page of 
this resource.

Each volume of InsideOut provides: 

•	 Biblical and Theological Overviews for the 
theme and for each day

•	 Daily Guides for a full week each for 
Younger Children, Older Children, Younger 
Youth, Older Youth, and Intergenerational/
Family Camps

•	 Extra Resources, which include additional 
Arts and Crafts, Games, Science Fun, Table 
Talk for Younger and Older Campers, Nature 
Activities, Multi-Day Projects, Daily Worship 
Plans, plus—NEW this year—Bookmarks, 
Team Builders and Challenges, Spiritual 
Practices, and Going Deeper, Especially for 
Older Youth  

•	 Day Camp plans for a full six weeks

•	 Training Helps, in a variety of formats: 
video, PowerPoint, plus written guidelines 
and handouts; NEW this year are the Staff 
Devotions and How to Use Them 

•	 Artwork for your use to publicize your camp 
and to create reminders for your campers, as 
well as the representations of the symbols for 
each day, which are NEW this year

How Can I Use the DVD-ROM?
By purchasing these materials, you bought a 
license to use them at a single campsite for the 
whole summer. You may print the pages from the 
PDF file, make copies of the files, or open and edit 
files from the Word files on the DVD-ROM. Do 
whichever is most helpful for you and your staff! 
Governing bodies owning more than one camp 
are expected to purchase a copy of the resource for 
each site. 

How Do I Give Feedback?
Your comments are valuable and important to the 
future development of InsideOut. Please email an 
evaluation of the resource (found at the end of the 
materials) to info@chalicepress.com. Or, mail it to 
InsideOut, 483 E. Lockwood, Ste. 100, Saint Louis, 
MO 63119.

May the Holy Spirit bless you richly as you power 
up for this new season of camping! 

Crys Zinkiewicz, Project Manager
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Power Up! Living in the Spirit is the official 
InsideOut resource for the 2015 camping season. 
Here are tips and suggestions for using it well in 
your outdoor ministry program.

Biblical and Theological Overview
Be sure to read the Biblical and Theological 
material more than once. First, read it all the 
way through by itself. This reading will help 
you have the big picture—not just what you are 
doing, but why! Here’s another opportunity to fall 
more deeply in love with God, who loves us and 
empowers us to live faithfully and fully through 
the Holy Spirit. As your love grows, you will be 
better equipped to pass on God’s love to your 
campers.

Second, begin your study of each day’s plan by 
reading again the scripture and the Biblical and 
Theological Overview for that day. Keep it fresh 
in your mind and heart as you plan and lead and 
listen to your campers. No printed material will 
ever be able to anticipate all of the questions, 
comments, or opportunities that come in a live 
discussion with campers. You become the one 
who helps them see the connections that can 
draw them closer to God. 

Which Version?
InsideOut resources use the New Revised Standard 
Version as the primary source of scripture. The 
NRSV is copyrighted by the National Council of 
the Churches of Christ in the USA. The secondary 
translation used in this resource is the Common 
English Bible; those passages will include (CEB) 
with the reference. 

This year the CEB version is recommended 
specifically for Day 2, the story of Pentecost, for 
the children and Intergenerational groups. The 
flow of the longer passage is easier for them to 
follow with the simpler wording of the CEB. 

On Day 4 the CEB is the recommended text for 
all age levels. The language around the “selfish 
desires” is more familiar than that in the NRSV. 
For the younger groups, the passage is also 
shortened so that their focus is on the positive, 
with less emphasis on the contrasting ways of 
living. 

The Spirit in the Old Testament
The Holy Spirit is not a New Testament 
phenomenon. Throughout the Hebrew Scriptures 
are references to both God’s Spirit and examples 
of faithful people who lived by the Spirit. To 
acknowledge and celebrate the constancy of 
God the Sustainer throughout all of time, the 
age-level Daily Plans have incorporated psalms 
into worship (Express) and some narratives and 
examples of biblical characters from the Old 
Testament into various Bible studies (Explore) and 
learning activities (Experience).

Introducing Your Power Up!  Resource

FRUIT ALERT: The listing of the fruit of the Spirit in the 
NRSV includes “generosity,” but the CEB replaces it with 
“goodness,” which can be confusing to campers if they 
know the list or if you refer to both versions. Also, if your 
campers sing “The Fruit of the Spirit (Is Not a Coconut),” 
which is a fun, stick-in-the-mind song for learning the 
fruit, it uses “goodness” rather than “generosity.” As a 
team, talk over how best to handle the difference and 
minimize any confusion among your campers. Help 
counselors have a simple and consistent answer for alert 
and probing campers. One option is to point out that the 
nine fruit listed are not exclusive but rather representative 
and encourage campers to see the consistency in the 
characteristics named. Both “goodness” and “generosity” 
fit. Then campers can begin to name other characteristics 
that are compatible with the pattern. 
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Staff Devotions and How to Use
InsideOut begins with scripture and builds from 
that foundation. The Staff Devotions, available 
this year for the first time, give you a way to 
more thoroughly ground your staff in the daily 
scripture. The short devotional writings are 
specifically for the adults and young adults who 
are serving as counselors. 

The devotionals also come with five suggestions 
each for you as the leader to use with your staff 
to help them engage with the scripture and 
the devotional thoughts. If your camp is only 
one week, feel free to choose the one or two 
suggestions that best fit your available training 
time. 

However, if your camp is multiple weeks, take 
advantage of different suggestions each week, 
bringing your staff back to the essential scripture 
but enabling them to encounter it freshly. One 
of the wonderful things about Bible study is 
that, as we have more life experience (yes, even 
just a week’s worth), we find the Word speaking 
to us in new ways. So it will be with your staff: 
A growing person plus the same scripture plus 
a new entry point almost always leads to more 
spiritual growth! The suggestions for how to use 
the devotions give you the catalyst of several 
new entry points. You decide how to incorporate 
them as part of your plan for staff training or for 
helping your staff engage in a spiritual practice 
that will enrich their lives—and ultimately their 
campers’. 

Resident Camp Plans

Daily Guides 
The Daily Guides are by age level:

•	 Younger	Children	(ages	7	to	9)

•	 Older	Children	(ages	10	to	12)

•	 Younger	Youth	(ages	12	to	14)

•	 Older	Youth	(ages	15	to	18)

•	 Intergenerational/Family	Camps	(adults	
and children of all ages, including tips for 
incorporating preschoolers)

Daily Guides for each age level are divided into 
three sections: 

Explore, which generally gives you two Bible 
lesson activities. You may choose to do one or 
both of them. 

Experience, which gives you several activities that 
build on the theme for the day. You will also find 
activities that help to create community.

Express, a guide for daily worship, devotions, and 
singing. The Extra Resources section on the DVD-
ROM also includes worship plans, which will give 
you additional options.

Seven Days
Not every camp is seven days long, but Power Up! 
provides a week of plans.

Day 1 Guides are half-day experiences that 
introduce the theme.

Days 2 through 6 Guides each give a full day’s 
worth of options for Bible study, learning 
activities, and worship.

Day 7 Guides are half-day closing activities that 
help you wrap up the theme and send campers 
home with love and affirmation.

If your camp is shorter, then you have choices to 
make. One option is to review the daily themes 
and leave out one; another option is to shorten 
and combine parts of two. 

Customize Your Plan
Power Up! provides you with more activities than 
you are likely to be able to use—even in a full 
week of residential camp! Here are a few tips as 
you plan each day:

Explore generally offers two approaches to the 
Bible study. Look at them both; however, you 
don’t have to do both, although you certainly 
may. As you read through the activities in 
Experience and Express, you will see that many of 
them also provide campers with an entry into a 
deeper understanding of the scripture. 

One factor to take into account as you consider 
your options for Explore is the designation of 
the Multiple Intelligences the particular activity 
uses. Often the first one in Explore uses mostly 
linguistic or verbal intelligence, whereas the 
second may push into some of the other ways 
of understanding, such as spatial or bodily/
kinesthetic, for example. All are valid ways of 

NEW!
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learning, but some may suit your particular 
group of campers better than others. (For more 
about Multiple Intelligences, see the discussion 
in “Training Your Staff” and the “Multiple 
Intelligences” handout below.)

Experience will also give you choices. You do 
not need to do all of them. Again, consider your 
group, the Multiple Intelligences, your particular 
setting, your schedule, your goals, and your own 
skills and experience as you decide.

Also, don’t think that just because the order in 
the resource puts Explore first that you have to 
do the Bible study first. On the first day of camp, 
especially, you will be wise to do some of the 
community-building activities from Experience 
before you tackle Bible study. Other days, you may 
want a wake-up activity before you ask the group 
to engage with the scripture. The order in which 
you plan your day is up to you!

The listing at the beginning of the Daily Guide, 
Customize Today’s Plan, is in the order in which 
the Explore and Experience learning activities 
are printed. But you have the opportunity to 

designate your own order. Please do! Here are 
samples of how you might use this tool. You can 
simply checkmark those activities you want to do, 
and even cross out those you choose not to do. Or 
you can write in times for the various activities, 
or indicate an order with a number. The tool is 
yours; use it any way that is helpful to you.

Be sure also to consult the Extra Resources 
section as you are planning your day. The variety 
of additional activities will help ensure that your 
campers have a wonderful experience all week 
long. This year, in addition to the Arts and Crafts, 
Science Fun, Table Talk for Younger and Older 
Campers, Nature Activities, Multi-Day Projects, 
and Daily Worship Plans, you also have some new 
options: Team Builders and Challenges, Spiritual 
Practices, Bookmarks, Digging Deeper for Older 
Youth, and an expanded Games section. 

Express focuses on worship. Use the ideas “as is” 
or as a starting point for your own creativity. Be 
sure to look also at the daily worship plans in the 
Extra Resources pages. These are rich too, just 
waiting for you to mine them! 

ExPLORE
          3         Mirror, Mirror

          5         Mirroring Jesus

ExPERIEnCE
           2        Rhythm Egg Imitator

           6        Spirit Says Game

                     Mirror Image Painting

           4        Sit Down Circle

                     Sun Prints

ExPRESS
          1         Morning Worship

          7         Evening Worship

          8         Cabin Devotions

CUSTOMIZE TODAY’S PLAN: Choose what you will do

ExPLORE
          8:00    Mirror, Mirror

        10:00    Mirroring Jesus

ExPERIEnCE
          2:30    Rhythm Egg Imitator

          8:20    Spirit Says Game

                    Mirror Image Painting

                    Sit Down Circle

         2:45    Sun Prints

ExPRESS
          8:00    Morning Worship

          7:30    Evening Worship

          9:00    Cabin Devotions

CUSTOMIZE TODAY’S PLAN: Choose what you will do
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The Song Suggestions cover a wide range of 
possibilities—traditional songs (many familiar 
to camp settings), hymns, and contemporary 
Christian music. Some may be new to you. In 
listing these, we’ve attempted to give you a clue 
as to their identity. Some titles are the same for 
different songs! In some cases, we noted the 
songwriter; in others, the artist. Whatever the 
designation, you should be able to find a source, 
especially through the Internet. Some of the songs 
you will be able to find on YouTube. The versions 
there give you the advantage of visual imagery 
and often have the lyrics printed.  

With the theme of Power Up! Living in the Spirit, 
your campers will enjoy learning and singing 
some traditional camp songs, such as “Every 
Time I Feel the Spirit,” “They’ll Know We Are 
Christians by Our Love,” “Sing When the Spirit 
Says Sing,” and, yes, “The Fruit of the Spirit (Is 
Not a Coconut)”!

Because music is intellectual property and because 
as Christians we do not want to steal, even in 
seemingly harmless ways, pay attention to the 
issues of copyright. Your camp or denomination 

will be a helpful source for you to consult. Some 
will have licenses already, freeing you to pull from 
a wider range of wonderful musical creativity.

Day Camp Plans
The summer resident-camp week-long plans for 
five age levels mean that Power Up! provides 
more than 250 activities! Last year we introduced 
an easy-to-use way to mine that wealth of Bible 
study, learning activities, and worship helps and 
use them as an effective resource for the growing 
number of day camping programs. We encourage 
you to explore the possibilities. If you are a 
provider, welcome to more activities and easier 
planning for six full weeks. If providing day camp 
is something your team is considering, here is just 
the help you may be hoping for! Check them out!

Enjoy the Power Up! resource. Make it yours! If you 
have feedback, please let us know. Contact us at 
info@chalicepress.com or by mail: InsideOut, 483 
E. Lockwood, Ste. 100, Saint Louis, MO 63119.
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Daily Overview for Power Up! 

Day 1: Peace Sign
Jesus promised the confused 
disciples his peace and an Advocate. 
The story of this widely recognized 
peace sign will help campers see 
how peace starts with the heart—
the kind of peace that Jesus gives. 

Day 2: Candle with a Flame
Campers will quickly make the 
connection to the joy of countless 
birthday celebrations—and now to 
the celebration of Jesus’ promise 
fulfilled. With the coming of the 
Holy Spirit, it’s time to celebrate the 
birthday of the church.

Day 3: Mirror
“When others look at me, will 
they see Christ reflected in my 
life?” That is the question campers 
will face as they encounter 
Paul’s encouragement to the 
Thessalonians to imitate Jesus and 
the examples of other Christians. 

Day 4: Various Fruit
What does “living in the Spirit” 
produce? The fruit of those 
cumulative, daily decisions is 
life-giving, wholesome, beautiful. 
Choosing to live without the 
Spirit bears fruit that tears apart 
communities and lives.

Day 5: numeral 1 in a Circle
The cry, “We are #1,” comes from a 
spirit of “winners” over “losers,” of 
power over others. In contrast, “We 
are one,” comes from power up, 
from the Spirit that unites diversity 
into commUNITY—because of the 
seven “ones” in today’s scripture.     

Day 6: Strong Arms Linked
With the strong clasp of the Spirit, 
campers will be able to power up 
to stand up and speak up on behalf 
of others, to act with courage and 
love.

Day 7: Go-in-peace Sign
As Jesus commissioned the disciples, 
so he commissions the campers, 
calling them to continue his 
ministry of grace and forgiveness 
and equipping them with his peace 
and the Holy Spirit. They are not 
alone, and their reminder is just 
two fingers away!

NEW!
Images for Each Day

This year’s Daily Plans all include a powerful 
image for the day as yet another way of reaching 
the hearts and minds of campers of all ages. 
Representations of these symbols are available to 
you to use as you see the opportunity. See the file 
Daily Symbols.

n Campers will experience Christian community at camp and 
discover its source—the Holy Spirit! 

n They’ll also claim the gift of a new spirit within, bearing fruit, 
as they choose living in the Spirit for themselves. 

n They’ll realize they are never alone—the Holy Spirit empowers 
them to live with grace and forgiveness, unity and courage, 
joy and peace.
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Daily 
Guide

Theme & 
Image

Scripture Focus Campers Will

 
Day 1 
Guide 

Power Up  
with the 

Promise of 
Peace

Peace Sign

John 14:25-27 Jesus promises the gift 
of the Holy Spirit to his 
disciples. Are you ready 
to receive it?

•	be	welcomed	with	the	promise	of	the	Holy	Spirit
•	learn	about	the	Holy	Spirit	(Advocate,	Companion,	

Comforter, Teacher, Helper)
•	be	introduced	to	living	in	the	Spirit

 
Day 2 
Guide 

Power Up  
and 

Celebrate 
the Spirit

Candle with 
Flame

Acts 2:1–18, 
22–24, 33
YC/IG: Acts 2:1-6
Recommend CEB; 
read more or less 
as you choose

The Holy Spirit fills the 
disciples and empowers 
them to share the good 
news in many languages.
Through the Holy Spirit, 
people are empowered 
to come together and to 
understand.

•	celebrate	the	promise	fulfilled
•	recognize	that	the	gift	of	the	Holy	Spirit	is	available	

for all
•	see	that	the	Spirit	creates	community
  Do: Convey excitement about a promise; offer 

comfort—for those who might be afraid.
  Handle “prophesy” with care; emphasize the 

inclusive nature of multiple languages
 

Day 3 
Guide 

Power Up  
to Imitate 

Christ
Mirror 

1 Thessalonians 
1:4-7

People look to example 
of Jesus and of other 
Christians to learn how 
to live in the power of the 
Holy Spirit.

•	explore	the	example	of	a	church	in	Paul’s	time
•	realize	their	role	as	an	example,	a	link	in	the	chain	

Day 4 
Guide 

Power Up  
with the  

Fruit of the 
Spirit

Basket of 
Fruit

Galatians 5:16-26
YC/IG: Galatians 
5:22-23a, 25-26
Recommend CEB

Living by the Spirit 
produces good fruit in our 
lives.
Good fruit affects the 
whole community 
positively.

•	recognize	they	have	choices	about	how	to	live
•	claim	the	positive	results	of	living	by	the	Spirit
  AVoID: Emphasizing Law vs. Spirit, except for OY; 
emphasizing	21b	(won’t	inherit	God’s	kingdom)—that	
may lead to judging others

 
Day 5 
Guide 

Power Up  
as one 

Community
Numeral 1  

in a  
Circle

Ephesians 4:1-6 Living in the way of 
the Spirit brings unity 
to groups, creating 
community. 

•	explore	ways	to	put	love	into	practice
•	understand	the	Holy	Spirit	as	the	source	of	unity	

and common purpose within a community even one 
that has great diversity

•	feel	the	sense	of	oneness	and	peace	that	come	
from unity in the Spirit

  DO: Emphasize the need for prayer, inviting the 
Holy Spirit to bring unity and peace, especially to 
conflict situations and conflict resolution efforts

 
Day 6 
Guide

Power 
Up with 
Courage

Strong Arms 
Linked

2 Timothy1:6-7, 
13-14

Through the Holy Spirit, 
we have a spirit of power, 
love, and self-discipline—
not of cowardice or 
timidity. 

•	recognize	the	gift	of	a	new	spirit	within	them
•	know	that	their	role	is	to	hold	to	sound	teaching	

and guard the treasure within them 
•	be	brave	enough	to	stand	up	and	make	a	

difference at camp and in the world 
•	be	assured	that	the	Holy	Spirit	is	with	them

Day 7 
Guide

Power Up 
for Peace 
wherever  
You Go 

Two-Finger 
Go-in-Peace 

Sign

John 20:19-23 Receiving the Holy Spirit 
overcomes fears and 
empowers us for living 
the way of peace and 
forgiveness.

•		recognize	that	Jesus	is	commissioning	them	to	
continue his work

•	feel	assurance	that	they	are	not	alone
•	feel	empowered	to	encounter	the	world,	their	

families, their friends, and their community with 
grace and forgiveness

•	remember	camp	with	joy	and	peace	

. Daily Overview for Power Up! .
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Training Your Staff: More Tools for You

About the Scripture 
Staff Devotions and How to  

Use Them for Training
Ultimately, anything that helps staff members 
grow in their own faith and understanding of the 
scriptures will also have a positive impact upon 
campers. You may already be including devotions 
as part of your staff training, but this new section 
provides you with both the devotions and with a 
variety of ways to use them. You get the benefit of 
ease of use. 

Your staff benefits also because the devotions 
take them deeper into the scriptures for each 
day, consequently encouraging their personal 
spiritual growth and deepening their knowledge 
and insight. Staff also grow in their skills as they 
experience some of the learning activities that 
they may be expected to use with their campers.

Whether training time is at a bare minimum or 
you have opportunities throughout the camping 
season, you will find ideas here that will fit your 
needs.

Devotionals are below.  
Feel free to make copies to hand out.

Day 1: The Promise of Peace (John 14:25-27)
Suggestions for those leading the devotion:

 1. Read John 14:25-27 aloud and have a few 
minutes for silent reflections. Read the passage 
again and consider three questions. Invite 
staff to share their answers: 

•	 What	caught	your	attention	as	the	passage	
was read? 

•	 What	insight	or	sense	of	God	did	you	
experience? 

•	 What	question	do	you	want	to	ask	of	the	
passage? 

  2. Invite everyone to share what they think 
an advocate does or is. How does this 
understanding apply (or not) to the Holy 

Spirit? Ask everyone to think of a visual 
image for the Advocate. Ask if anyone has an 
alternate word or a song or hymn that helps 
capture the concept of the Holy Spirit as our 
Advocate.

  3. If devotions take place in the evening, 
have an abbreviated examen (you can find 
instructions for this in the Spiritual Practices 
section of “Extra Resources”) and ask for 
everyone who is willing to share the best and 
worst part of their day. Where there moments 
of grace? Times when they felt the Advocate 
at work?

  4. Ask for prayer concerns. There may be 
members of the group who are in particular 
need of encouragement. Offer to be a 
representative of the Advocate through 
praying for one another and helping in ways 
that you are able.

  5. List ways you can advocate for one another, 
for campers, for the rest of the camp staff, and 
even for the earth.

Day 2: Celebrate the Spirit (Acts 2:1-18,  
22-24, 33)
Suggestions for those leading the devotion:

 1. Begin and end your time of devotions by 
singing the song “Spirit of the Living God, Fall 
Afresh on Me” (Daniel Iverson). 

 2. Read the verses as if in a readers’ theatre. Have 
one reader be the narrator, one the crowd, and 
one person Peter. As the narrative is read, ask 
those gathered to consider who they are in the 
story and why: one of the disciples? a member 
of the crowd? Peter? What is their response to 
what they see and hear?

 3. Consider what languages God uses to speak 
to people today. What languages does God 
use with the campers? With you? What 
“languages” has God given you to use to speak 
to others? Art? Music? The gift of listening?

 4. Who are the people at camp—on staff or 
campers—who need to be invited to be a part 

NEW!
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n n n  The first day of each week of camp brings 
with it both excitement and challenges. Even 
mid-way through the summer, the first day of 
each week can feel like starting over. An influx of 
new campers brings new personalities, new issues, 
new joys, new concerns, and, in other words, 
change and unknowns. No matter how many 
times the Bible story has been read or the ropes 
course mastered, there will be days throughout 
the summer when you wonder if you are up to 
the tasks to which God has called you. You will 
wonder if you said the right thing. You will regret 
not having just a little more patience. You may 
even wonder why you signed on for this! When 
your reserves are running low and your anxieties 
are running high, remember John 14:26:

“The Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the 
Father will send in my name, will teach you 
everything, and remind you of all that I 
have said to you.” 

You are never alone in this call. The Holy Spirit 
is present during every conversation. You have 
an Advocate during every Bible study. You don’t 
have to worry about being perfect or remembering 
every staff training and lesson plan, because 
the Holy Spirit, whether you know it or not, is 
working through you. That is Jesus’ promise to his 
disciples in John and to you, his disciples today. 
There is a gift that comes with that promise: 
peace.

No matter how you are feeling on the first day of 
each week of camp, remember that Jesus Christ 
has given you the gift of peace, and that means 
you do not need to be troubled or afraid. Trust 
the promise of the Holy Spirit, your Advocate, 
and embrace the peace of Christ that passes 
understanding. God has called and equipped you. 
God will sustain you. n

Day 1: The Promise of Peace (John 14:25-27)
STAFF DEVOTIONS

n n n  Day 2 of each week focuses on Pentecost. 
Sometimes referred to as the birthday of the 
church, Pentecost marks the time when the Holy 
Spirit was given to the community of disciples 
gathered together after Jesus had ascended to 
heaven. This wild story of wind and flame and 
word has at its heart God’s work of boundary 
breaking. God wants to include everyone. 
Jesus came for everyone. Peter quotes the Old 
Testament prophet Joel and proclaims: 

In the last days it will be, God declares, 
that I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh, 
     and your sons and your daughters shall 

prophecy, 
     and your young men shall see visions, 
and your old men shall dream dreams. 
Even upon my slaves, both men and women, 
     in those days I will pour out my Spirit; 
          and they shall prophesy. (Acts 2:17-18)

This promise is fulfilled at Pentecost, and even 
those on the very fringes of society and the 
world are given the gift of the Holy Spirit. 
Radical inclusivity, barrier breaching, community 
building—these are the things God is up to in this 
story. God reaching out through the love of Jesus 
Christ to all people, using languages that they can 
understand—this is the new thing God was doing 
in Acts and the amazing thing God is still doing. 

As each week of camp is getting underway, the 
Holy Spirit is at work doing those very same 
community-creating things. Be open to speaking 
God’s word in surprising ways today and be open 
to hearing it from unexpected people. Who knows 
where the wind may blow or the flame may rest 
or the Word may shout? You, too, may be asked—
or may ask: What does this mean? n

Day 2: Celebrate the Spirit (Acts 2:1-18, 22-24, 33)
STAFF DEVOTIONS
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About Your Campers

Developmental Characteristics
In addition to being familiar and comfortable 
with the content of the resource and the scripture, 
counselors need to understand the campers with 
whom they will be working. Although campers 
come from a variety of backgrounds and have 
different life experiences, some generalizations 
about the age groups are appropriate and helpful. 
The developmental characteristics identified 
through years of research provide insight into the 
needs and capabilities of campers. This knowledge 
serves the goals of Christian camping, enabling 
resource designers, camp leaders, and counselors 
to create experiences with campers that challenge 
them to grow individually as persons of faith and 
to discover the value of group interaction and 
Christian community. 

As staff members prepare to lead children and 
youth, they need to know what is appropriate for 
each age group. In training, your goals are for staff 
to: 

•	 Become	familiar	with	the	various	age-level	
characteristics, especially for the group(s) they 
will be with the most;

•	 Identify	ways	in	which	those	developmental	
characteristics	affect	day-to-day	interactions	
with campers;

•	 Understand	camp	policies	and	procedures	in	
light	of	age-appropriateness.

Here is a suggested plan for reaching your training 
goals; modify it as needed:

Divide	into	small	groups,	giving	the	Develop-
mental Characteristics to each person to put in his 
or her staff manual or simply to keep. Depending 
upon	your	camp	set-up,	the	number	of	staff,	and	
the time allotted for training, you may choose to 
assign persons to their small group by a particular 
age	focus	or	go	broadly	across	age-levels.	

Groups are to:

 1. Read through the information, stopping 
to clarify descriptors that any staff have 
questions about.

 2.  Choose a descriptor and discuss it, using 
prompts such as, “What would that look like?” 

“How would that show up?” “How should 
we handle that?” “What might we need to 
avoid?” Consider roleplaying some situations. 

 3. Make connections, where appropriate, to 
sample learning activities and to specific 
camp policies and procedures. For example, 
seeing that younger children (7–9 years old) 
have minimal upper body strength, a group 
assigned to this age group could note how 
that relates to the camp policy about not 
having young campers paddle a canoe by 
themselves or the expectation that counselors 
will be the ones to pour the campers’ drinks 
from the large pitchers. 

 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 as time allows.

Having the small groups report highlights from 
their discussion may also be helpful. 

The Developmental Characteristics handout  
is on page 21. Feel free to make copies.

An Additional Tool for Staff Training
Look on your Power Up!	DVD-Rom	for	a	
PowerPoint file called Development, a new 
slide presentation related to the handout on 
Developmental Characteristics. The slides show 
photos of campers of all ages engaged in some 
typical	camp	experiences,	including	hiking,	Bible	
study, skits, canoeing, games and other group 
activities, ropes courses, and worship.

Use	the	slides	in	conjunction	with	the	handout	to	
help	staff	translate	the	concepts	from	words-on-
paper to real campers! Here is a suggested process:

After staff have had the opportunity to review 
the handout, divide them into four groups and 
assign them either the Physical, Mental, Social, or 
Spiritual category from the handout.

Go over the instruction slides, as a brief 
introduction. 

Go through one slide at a time, giving the 
groups a few minutes to talk among themselves 
to identify something—an insight, a question, a 
possible problem—that the photo suggests. 

Then have each group report from their assigned 
perspective.	(Be	aware	that	not	every	slide	will	
relate to all four categories.) 

Invite further discussion from the group as a 
whole. Encourage everyone—newbies and pros—

NEW!
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to contribute to the conversation. Staff will be 
learning from one another, gaining greater insight 
and relating the concepts to their campers!   

Move on to the next slide. 

Feel free to skip slides if they do not relate to the 
age group your staff will be working with or if 
your time is limited. 

About Learning

Experiential and Relational
The camp setting provides an environment 
that promotes experiential as well as relational 
learning. Faith can come alive through active 
(experiential) learning that invites each camper 
to participate as a whole person. Movement, 
involvement of all the senses, the arts, and a 
multiplicity of other methods make camps a 
powerful force in the faith formation of young 
people.

InsideOut resources are committed to experiential 
learning. Activities are based on the Multiple 
Intelligences theory of Howard Gardner. Gardner 
defines “intelligence” as the ability to create 
problems to solve and then to solve them. Each 
person has a preferred manner in which to do 
that best. Gardner has named and described 
eight different ways in which people express 
their ability to create and solve problems. See the 
Multiple Intelligences chart on page 22.

Have staff look through the activities in the 
resource, identify at least one activity for each 
of the eight different intelligences, and talk 
about how the activity engages the particular 
intelligence. The primary Multiple Intelligences 
for each activity are identified at the end of the 
activity, along with the list of supplies needed. 

As staff teams plan the week, encourage them 
to choose activities among the options that 
result in several intelligences being included 
during a camp day. In this way, each camper 
will find an opportunity to use his or her 
preferred intelligence, which will lead to greater 
engagement. Active learning is always more 
effective than passive learning, which involves 
just listening or watching.

In establishing a relational learning environment, 
staff members need to consider the roles of 
both learners and leaders. In such a learning 
environment, leaders are not “teachers” who 
have all the answers. Leaders or counselors are 
facilitators, guides, and encouragers helping 
the whole group make discoveries. They are 
also partners and travelers with the learners on 
the journey of discovery. The learners are full 
participants in the discovery process, bringing 
insights and sharing experiences. 

The following are indicators of such an active, 
experiential learning environment:

•	 Learning	and	discovery	are	taking	place.

•	 Leaders	are	aware	of	the	many	ways	in	which	
people learn.

•	 Leaders	understand	that	faith	formation	takes	
place through the whole camp experience.

•	 Campers	and	leaders	engage	in	dialogue	and	
practice collaboration.

•	 A	spirit	of	cooperation	undergirds	the	
discoveries, and the experiences of each 
person are valued.

The Multiple Intelligences handout is on page 22.  
Feel free to make copies.
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Outdoor Ministries Program Leadership Manual
(Committee on Outdoor Ministries of the National Council of Churches, 2000)
Used by permission.

Developmental Characteristics

Younger Children (7–9 Years Old )
 Physical Characteristics
•	 minimal	upper	body	

strength
•	 mastering	bowel	control
•	 energetic,	but	tire	easily
•	 developing	body	

coordination

Mental Characteristics
•	 concrete,	literal	

thinkers
•	 rule-based	morals
•	 short	attention	

spans—learn best 
through senses and 
activity

•	 easily	frightened

Social Characteristics
•	 learning	to	live	apart	

from family and friends
•	 outgoing	and	loving
•	 prone	to	hero	worship
•	 mirror	the	behavior	

and actions they see 
in adults

Spiritual Characteristics
•	 concrete	understanding	

of God
•	 varying	degrees	of	

biblical knowledge
•	 may	ask	a	lot	of	

questions
•	 may	only	remember	the	

highlights

Older Children (10–12 Years Old)

 Physical Characteristics
•	 girls	maturing	faster	

than boys
•	 greater	self-control	

when performing motor 
activities

•	 beginning	to	develop	
sexually

•	 high	energy,	but	may	
complain of being tired

Mental Characteristics
•	 beginning	stages	of	

abstract thinking
•	 beginning	to	challenge	

the answers adults 
give

•	 strong	sense	of	right	
and wrong

•	 strive	to	complete	
projects and to do 
them well

Social Characteristics
•	 learning	to	live	apart	

from family and friends
•	 boys	often	relate	to	

others in contests of 
strength

•	 girls	will	often	develop	
crushes

•	 boys	beginning	to	
relate to girls

Spiritual Characteristics
•	 developing	a	more	

personal faith
•	 begin	to	grasp	bigger	

issues
•	 strong	memorizing	skills
•	 may	start	to	rebel	from	

what they were first 
taught

Younger Youth (12–14 Years Old)
 Physical Characteristics
•	 deepening	of	male	

voices
•	 concerned	with	personal	

appearance
•	 females	begin	to	

menstruate
•	 awkward	due	to	

incredible growth spurts

Mental Characteristics
•	 idealistic—may	come	

across as negativity
•	 starting	to	be	able	

to put themselves 
in	another	person’s	
“shoes”

•	 decision-making	
process focuses on 
the present

•	 competitive

Social Characteristics
•	 fear	of	embarrassment
•	 urgent	need	to	belong
•	 dealing	with	strong	

sexual feelings
•	 desire	and	respect	

strong adult leadership

Spiritual Characteristics
•	 making	their	own	faith	

decisions
•	 prefer	to	discuss	issues
•	 may	tie	their	faith	into	

social issues
•	 may	question	the	

content of the Bible 
study

Older Youth (15–18 Years Old)
 Physical Characteristics
•	 largest	and	strongest	

campers at camp
•	 physical	appearance	

and attributes are a 
major concern

•	 need	privacy
•	 need	more	sleep

Mental Characteristics
•	 abstract	thinkers
•	 specialization	in	

selected skills
•	 experience	strong	

feelings and emotions
•	 critical	of	self

Social Characteristics
•	 urgent	need	for	

acceptance or 
attention

•	 increasing	peer	
pressure to engage 
in drinking, smoking, 
drugs, and sex

•	 question	authority
•	 able	to	take	on	

responsibility

Spiritual Characteristics
•	 begin	questioning	their	

own salvation
•	 making	their	own	

decisions about church 
attendance

•	 able	to	carry	the	whole	
discussion on their own

•	 struggling	with	social	
pressures in light of 
their faith
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.  Biblical and Theological Overview .

DAY 1
Power Up with the Promise of Peace 
John 14:25-27

The Story
Jesus is on the cusp of being arrested and 
crucified; but instead of worrying about what will 
happen to him, he is worried about what will 
happen to his friends when he’s gone. As always, 
Jesus’ concern is directed outward, toward the 
world God sent him to save. 

Knowing that his earthly life is coming to an 
end, Jesus takes his time preparing his disciples 
to continue his mission after his death. John 
14:25-27 summarizes much of Jesus’ promises and 
encouragement to his disciples then and now. He 
tells them:

•	 Even	when	I’m	gone	you	will	have	a	teacher	
sent from God, the Advocate, the Holy Spirit.

•	 I	promise	you	peace	in	all	circumstances.

•	 You	need	not	let	your	fear	overtake	you.	

John 14:25-27 captures some of the key themes 
of the Gospel of John. It is as if the writer had 
to condense Jesus’ message down to a text: Have 
2 go. Not leaving u alone. Sending help. Be @ 
peace.

The Story’s Context and Background 
The Gospel of John is markedly different from 
Matthew, Mark, and Luke in its rich symbolism 
and the long monologues of Jesus; but here, 
in these verses, we get a snapshot of the whole 
gospel, a glimpse that reveals the big picture. 

Today’s verses are nested within Jesus’ larger 
final teaching to his disciples. Chapters 13–17 
take place in one room with only Jesus and his 
disciples present. Jesus and the disciples are 
gathered for the Passover in Jerusalem. Jesus uses 
every moment of their time together to convey 
who he is and therefore who they must be also. 
Jesus does this with words and actions.

Jesus begins by washing the disciples’ feet, 
modeling for them what it means to be a servant 

leader. Then he tells them: “I give you a new 
commandment, that you love one another. Just 
as I have loved you, you also should love one 
another” (John 13:34). This, Jesus says, will show 
the world that they—that we—are his followers. 

After giving them his final instructions enacted 
and spoken, Jesus reassures the disciples with the 
promise that they will not be left alone because 
the Holy Spirit will come after he has left. In the 
chapters that follow, Jesus will tell them that they 
are his friends and he will pray for them.

Here John’s gospel focuses on Jesus’ mission: 
that he is sent by God to save the world and 
that salvation comes through his death and 
resurrection (he has to go), and on Jesus’ promise: 
I will not abandon or forsake you (he won’t 
leave them alone). The disciples are assured that 
they have an Advocate, the Holy Spirit, who will 
remind them of all that they already know (help 
is on the way). Finally, the disciples are given their 
legacy from Jesus: peace, a sense of well-being in 
all places and circumstances that enables them to 
live without fear or anxiety (be at peace).

Theological Issues
In these verses, as Jesus prepares for his death, he 
lovingly prepares his disciples for the imminent 
ending of his earthly ministry; and, in so doing, 
he prepares us too. We live after Jesus’ earthly life 
and his ascension to heaven, and so we need the 
assurance of Christ with us no less than the first 
disciples. So what does Jesus promise?

Jesus promises his disciples then and now that 
they have an Advocate, the Holy Spirit. The Greek 
word for advocate begins with the prefix “para,” 
which means “beside” or “from the side” and 
therefore indicates that no matter where they go 
or what transpires, Jesus’ followers have God with 
them. This Advocate, the Holy Spirit, promises to 
help them, intercede for them, and teach them. It 
is as if Jesus’ apprentices always have their teacher 
and mentor ready and waiting to assist when 
called upon and even before called upon. They are 
never alone or left unequipped for the work Jesus 
has called them to do. 

Like the earliest disciples, we are never without 
this promised Advocate, and because of that we 
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can be confident and unafraid. We can be sure 
that we will be taught what we need to know 
when we are fulfilling Jesus’ call. 

The writer of Matthew’s gospel put it this way, 
“Do not worry about how you are to speak or 
what you are to say; for what you are to say will 
be given to you at that time; for it is not you 
who speak, but the Spirit of your Father speaking 
through you” (Matthew 10:19-20). 

We are also enabled, through the promised Holy 
Spirit, to remember Jesus’ words and believe them 
(John 2:22, 12:16). It is the Spirit that reveals the 
truth to us and helps us discern the difference 
between true and false teachings (John 16:13). In 
other words, faith itself is a gift of the Holy Spirit. 

Through our Advocate, the Holy Spirit, we are 
given the gifts that Jesus promises his followers: 

•	 Peace,	regardless	of	circumstance,	that	is	so	
profound the world cannot understand it;

•	 Courage	to	speak	the	truth	of	God’s	reign	in	
the midst of a world often opposed to it;

•	 Power	to	do	more	than	we	ever	thought	
possible; 

•	 Love	that	is	enacted	toward	friends	and	
enemies alike; 

•	 Self-discipline	to	refrain	from	actions	that	are	
counter to Christ’s teaching and destructive 
of the kingdom of God. 

(1 Corinthians 2:13; 1 John 2:20, 27; John 16:33; 
20:19, 21, 26; Colossians 3:15; 2 Timothy 1:7)

The promised Advocate that Jesus gives to us is 
sure and all-encompassing. It could be summed 
up like this:

•	 We	are	promised	a	permanent	and	
unwavering Advocate: our helper, mediator, 
and intercessor.

•	 Our	Advocate	guides	us,	teaches	us,	anoints	
us, and speaks through us.

•	 Our	Advocate	gifts	us	with	peace,	courage,	
power, love, self-discipline, and knowledge.

•	 Our	Advocate	empowers	us	to	remember	
Jesus’ words, to believe them, and to live 
them out in the world.

Leader Reflections
n n  The challenge of this text is helping campers 

claim the promise without feeling guilty or 
unfaithful when they (and we!) inevitably fall 
short. Be sure to emphasize with your campers 
that we all experience times of fear and 
anxiety. That is part of being human! Create 
a safe environment for honest discussion, 
acknowledging that we are often not as loving, 
kind, and peaceful as we would like to be. 

n n Part of the promise is that the Holy Spirit 
is always at work, helping us to live more 
faithfully every day. Can you imagine some 
common camp experiences that might make 
campers, especially first-time campers, feel 
afraid? Give them the opportunity to share 
their fears. Use today’s verses to help ease 
their anxiety and encourage more experienced 
campers to share what has helped them when 
they were afraid.

n n  When you read these verses, good questions 
to consider with campers are, “What prevents 
us from living in ways that reflect Jesus’ 
promise to us? When do we lack courage and 
love, for example, and why?” As you read 
the scripture with campers, try to help them 
“translate” words like “advocate” in ways that 
are more relevant to them. 

n n  As you explore this lesson with your campers, 
help them imagine what Jesus’ peace means 
for them and for the world. Help them think 
about what the promise of peace means for 
people living in homes, communities, or 
countries where violence is an ever-present 
reality. How are we to share the gift of Jesus’ 
peace with others?

n n  This week at camp take note of when you 
feel a sense of the Holy Spirit and share it 
with your campers. Invite your campers to 
notice when they feel God close to them. 
Ask them to be aware of when they feel as 
if God has given them the words to say or 
the courage to speak (or the self-discipline to 
keep quiet). Encourage them to be mindful of 
those times when they have a deep sense of 
peace (perhaps around the campfire? rowing 
in the canoe? during morning worship? while 
eating together?). Point out to your campers 
the occasions when they exhibit the fruit of 
the Spirit: love, kindness, self-control, and 
then go further and remind them that these 
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Younger Children

 
with the Promise of Peace

 

upPOWERPOWERDay 1:

Key Verse: “Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world 
gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid.” —John 14:27

Scripture: John 14:25-27

Focus: Jesus promises the gift of peace through the Holy Spirit to his disciples. Are you ready to 
receive it?

Connection to Campers: “Do not be afraid.” These words of Jesus will speak directly to many 
campers on the first day of camp. Many are going from home to sleep-away camp for the first time. 
The new routines of camp life may seem scary at first. Be upbeat, hopeful, and encouraging today 
as these fears emerge. Ask campers what kinds of activities they do at home and make connections 
to what is happening at camp. For example, if a camper says, “At home we say grace before a 
meal,” say, “At camp we sing our grace together.” Do what you can to make the transition from 
home to camp as smooth as possible.

Leader Notes: Prepare by reading the “Biblical and Theological Overview” for Day 1. This age 
will have some trouble understanding the Holy Spirit as Advocate. That’s an awfully big word for 
someone so small. Explain that an advocate is “someone who stands up for you.” Many schools 
now teach bullying prevention, using this type of language. Making those connections will help 
campers come to understand today’s scripture reference to the Advocate.

ExPLORE
                   Learning about the 

Advocate

                   Peace Pledge

ExPERIEnCE
                    Peace Train

_                  Prayer Path

_                  Peace Pole

_                  Spirit of Peace Wind Chimes

ExPRESS
                   Evening Worship

                   Cabin Devotions

CUSTOMIZE TODAY’S PLAN: Choose what you will do
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. EXPLORE  .

Learning about the Advocate
Read today’s scripture aloud. Jesus teaches us that 
the Advocate will come to give us peace. The 
word “advocate” will likely not be familiar to your 
campers. One way to explain is to say that the 
Advocate is “the one who speaks up for us, the 
one who leads us to peace.” 

Encourage campers to tell about occasions 
when people spoke up for them (or for others 
they know) when they were in trouble, afraid, 
or needed encouragement. After a few brief 
examples, make the connection for the campers 
that these people are advocates, and one way Jesus 
talked about the Holy Spirit was as the Advocate, 
one who speaks up for us and reminds us of what 
Jesus teaches us.

Reread today’s verses, pointing out to campers 
that, if they have the Holy Spirit’s power, they 
too can be advocates for others. Use the following 
situations to help campers understand the role of 
an advocate. Invite volunteers to act out one or 
more of these scenes, then ask: “What would an 
advocate do?”

•	 A	friend	is	being	bullied	on	the	playground

•	 A	classmate	steals	from	another	student’s	desk

•	 Your	younger	sibling	is	crying	in	bed	because	
he or she is afraid of the dark 

After the discussion, close by saying, “The Holy 
Spirit is a spiritual advocate teaching us about 
God, calming our fears, and allowing us to feel 
peace in our hearts. With the help of the Holy 
Spirit we can live in ways that help others. We can 
live in ways that are peaceful.”

Multiple Intelligences: Interpersonal, Bodily/Kinesthetic
Supplies: Bible

Peace Pledge
Creating a more peaceful world is a goal that 
many people strive toward. Children can 
understand the need for a world free of fighting 
and fear. Help them know that God’s Holy Spirit 
can lead them to peace. 

Read John 14:27. (“Peace I leave with you; my 
peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the 

world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled, 
and do not let them be afraid.”) Invite the 
campers to decorate—using paint, markers, or 
crayons—a large banner that reads, “Peace Zone.” 
Introduce today’s symbol, the peace sign, and 
invite the artists to include it in their decorating. 
Hang the banner in a prominent place.

Ask campers to create a pledge—words they can 
use—to remind them to be peaceful with one 
another, working out any problems without 
resorting to tattling or yelling. Use something 
simple, such as “I pledge to…” Write out the peace 
pledge on a large sheet of paper and post it. Have 
the group recite their pledge. Later, if arguments 
occur, reference the peace pledge; encourage and 
help campers to resolve any conflict peacefully.

Multiple Intelligences: Interpersonal, Linguistic
Supplies: Large banner with “Peace Zone” written on 

it, markers or crayons (or paints, brushes, and cleanup 
supplies), large sheet or roll of paper, tape or string for 
hanging the banner and pledge

. EXPERIENCE . 

Peace Train
One person is the locomotive and does his or her 
best imitation of an engine (chugging, piston-
turning arms, steam whistle, and so on) around 
the group in a circle. The engine stops in front of 
someone and introduces himself or herself and 
invites that person to join the peace train. 

That person must respond with his or her name 
and attach to the locomotive, which chugs off 
again, this time repeating the name of the new 
person in chugging-style (“Mary! Mary! Mary! 
Mary!...) until the train stops at a new person and 
the pattern repeats. Vary the game by having the 
engine become the caboose and the next person 
in the peace train be the engine.

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic
Supplies: None

Prayer Path
Often God’s Holy Spirit speaks to people when 
they are quiet. When we aren’t distracted, we 
can focus attention on spiritual thoughts. Help 
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campers overcome their distraction and create a 
sacred space. 

This activity will focus on working together on a 
prayer path. Take a walk around camp to gather 
objects from nature, being careful to take only 
inanimate or already-dead things (such as leaves, 
twigs, and so forth) found on the ground. Once 
the group has enough materials to define their 
space, choose a spot that won’t be disturbed 
by others. Allow campers to use their creativity 
to create a path for prayer. They might, for 
example, create a spiral or a circle or weave a path 
through several trees or other spots of beauty and 
inspiration. Ask questions such as: “What makes 
this space special to you? What makes it special to 
God? How would you explain your special place 
to a stranger? 

Once the prayer path is completed to the group’s 
satisfaction, spend time listening for God’s voice 
in this special place. Perhaps sing the chorus, “(We 
are Standing on) Holy Ground,” as a blessing over 
the path. Invite the campers to come to the prayer 
path as they choose. Remind everyone that when 
someone is on the path, others need to respect 
that as sacred time and a place of peace.

Multiple Intelligences: Naturalist, Bodily/Kinesthetic, 
Musical

Supplies: Sticks, rocks, and other objects gathered from 
nature

Peace Pole
Leader Notes: Have you seen peace poles in public 
parks or at churches? They are part of an international 
movement called “The Peace Pole Project” to visualize 
and pray for world peace. Each pole is inscribed with 
the words “May Peace Prevail on Earth” in multiple 
languages. They can be found in over a 180 countries 
around the world. If your camp has a peace pole, take 
your campers for a walk to see it. Otherwise, browse 
the Internet for images to print and show to campers.

Campers will take a stand for peace by creating 
painted peace poles and planting them in the 
ground. Acquire pine stakes from your local 
lumberyard—one for each camper, if possible. (Or 
each stake can be shared between two campers. 
Stand up the stake and invite two campers to 
work on opposite sides, peacefully, to decorate 
their peace pole.) Offer a variety of paint supplies 
and let creativity flow. Direct campers to include 

today’s symbol, the peace sign, in what they 
paint.

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial, Bodily/Kinesthetic
Supplies: Paints, paintbrushes, cleanup supplies, 1 inch x 2 

inches x 2 feet untreated standard pine stakes

Spirit of Peace Wind Chimes
What is more peaceful than the sound of wind 
chimes on the breeze? Help campers make their 
own nature-inspired chimes using a few simple 
items found outdoors. Have campers gather 
fallen sticks that are about 6–12 inches long and 
some of their favorite rocks or shells from around 
camp. Feel free also to include items that can 
be recycled, such as jar lids or small cans. Using 
recyclable materials creates an opportunity to 
talk about this important way to care for God’s 
creation. 

Find a table where campers can assemble their 
items into wind chimes, using yarn and glue. 
(Leader Notes: If using small cans, be safety 
conscious so no one gets cut on a sharp edge. Also, for 
safety reasons, it would be wise to punch holes in cans 
or jar lids in advance.) 

Help campers by providing the following 
directions:

 1. Attach yarn to the center of the stick from 
which to hang the stick horizontally. 

 2. Tie several smaller pieces of yarn to the stick 
that hang from it. 

 3. Choose the rocks, shells, cans, etc., that will 
become the chimes. 

 4. Next, wrap the yarn around these pieces and 
tie or secure with glue.  

 5. Allow the glue to dry for a few hours before 
hanging the chimes. 

The chimes can accompany campers to evening 
worship for use during songs.

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/kinesthetic, Naturalist, Musical
Supplies: Sticks, rocks, shells, recyclable items such as jar 

lids or small cans, yarn (or string), glue, tool for punching 
holes into cans (if used)
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SONg SUggESTIONS
“Holy Ground” (chorus), Geron Davis

“Let There Be Peace on Earth,” Hymn

“Hymn of Promise,” Natalie Sleeth

“I’ve Got Peace Like a River,” Traditional

“What a Wonderful World,” Louis Armstrong

“One Day,” Matisyahu

“Peace Train,” Cat Stevens

EvENINg WORShIP
Sing songs that focus on God’s peace. The 

mood should be one of peaceful reflection and 
hopeful expectation. Allow campers to bring their 
“Spirit of Peace” wind chimes to add to the music.

Read John 14:25-27 aloud. Every time campers 
hear the word “peace,” they are to whisper 
“peace” to a person sitting nearby. 

Bring out today’s symbol, the peace sign. Say, 
“Jesus promised his disciples that the Holy Spirit 
was coming to bring peace. Peace has power. 
Peace brings people together. Peace helps us work 
through our problems. Peace comforts us when we 
are afraid.” 

If possible, play the song “One Day.” Have 
campers stand up and point to the sky when they 
hear the phrase “one day.” Or, tell campers that in 
this litany they will say “one day” to finish what 
the leader says and, each time they do, they are to 
stand up and point to the sky:

Leader: Jesus promised us that the Holy Spirit 
would come…

All: …one day.

Leader: The Holy Spirit has come to us all as we 
look toward…

All: …one day.

Leader: But we aren’t going to wait around for 
peace… 

All: …one day.

Leader: We are going to create peace together...

All: …one day.

Leader: Because one day begins today!

After this liturgy, the group will participate in 
a hands-on prayer for peace using sky lanterns. 
Present each cabin counselor with a sky lantern 
and lighter for that cabin group before the 
worship service. Sky lanterns are a biodegradable 
alternative to fireworks. They are miniature hot 
air balloons that float and light up the sky. At this 
time, prompt campers and counselors to assemble 
and light each sky lantern. Release them into the 
night sky and pray for peace. (Leader Note: Be 
sure to show counselors in advance how to handle the 
sky lanterns safely.)

Play the “One Day” song quietly as campers 
are dismissed to their cabins, or leave singing one 
of the other songs listed.

Supplies: (Optional: recording and device to play it), one sky 
lantern	and	lighter	for	each	cabin,	campers’	wind	chimes	

CABIN DEvOTIONS
Present each camper with an art notebook that 

will include a page for each day of camp. Take a 
few minutes to allow campers to draw images of 
what peace looks like to them. Share the drawings 
with the group. 

The promise of peace extends to this evening’s 
rest time. Turn off the lights and allow campers 
to use flashlights during a time of prayer. Say 
to them, “If there are problems in your life that 
need God’s peace, turn on your flashlight and 
point it to the sky while we pray.” Spend time in 
prayer, inviting any campers to speak out loud the 
concerns on their hearts. 

As you help each camper to bed, read Psalm 
4:8, “I will both lie down and sleep in peace; 
/ for you alone, O Lord, make me lie down in 
safety.” Personalize the prayer for each camper 
by changing the word “I” in the scripture to that 
camper’s name (for example, “Jamie will both lie 
down and sleep in peace”). 

Supplies: Bible; flashlights; art journals for each camper; 
drawing supplies such as pens, pencils, markers, crayons
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upPOWERPOWER

OLDER CHILDREN

 
and Celebrate the Spirit 

Day 2:

ExPLORE
                   Wind and Fire

                   The Story Is Alive

                   A Fire That Can’t 
Be Extinguished

ExPERIEnCE
                   Birthday Party for the 

Church

                   Spirit Pinwheels

                   Revisiting the Ritual

                   “The Holy Spirit Is with Me! 
Share the Good news!”

                   The Language of Love

                   Color Your Campfire

ExPRESS
                   Morning Worship

                   Evening Worship

                   Cabin Devotions

CUSTOMIZE TODAY’S PLAN: Choose what you will do

Key Verses: They were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other languages, as 
the Spirit enabled them to speak. There were pious Jews from every nation under heaven living in 
Jerusalem. When they heard this sound, a crowd gathered. They were mystified because everyone 
heard them speaking in their native languages. —Acts 2:4-6  

Scripture: Acts 2:1-18, 22-24, 33 

Focus: The Holy Spirit fills the disciples and commissions them to share the good news in many 
languages. Through the Holy Spirit, people are empowered to come together and to understand.

Connection to Campers: Today is the first full day of camp. The campers’ excitement and 
energy is a perfect backdrop, as today’s scripture focuses on celebrating the Spirit. The theme for 
Day 2 reminds campers of the power of community and the joy of the Spirit—tangible gifts the 
campers can also experience. 

Leader Notes: To prepare, read through the “Biblical and Theological Overview” for Day 2. The 
Common English Bible (CEB) translation is recommended for today’s lesson because the language 
is somewhat easier to follow with this longer passage. You may choose to read more or less 
depending upon your needs.

Be thoughtful about the words you use when discussing the Holy Spirit with the campers; try to 
keep from using the pronoun “it.” For many, the concept of the “Holy Ghost” or “Holy Spirit” 
is tough to understand and may feel supernatural. Using words such as “Teacher,” “Advocate,” 
“Counselor,” and “Comforter” will feel more tangible and better fit their developmental 
understanding.
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. EXPLORE .

Wind and Fire
Leader Note: As today’s scripture takes place during 
the traditional Feast of Pentecost, using an outdoor 
location for the lesson is ideal. A campfire area will 
be a perfect physical setting. Tell the story of Acts 2 
in a multisensory way, adding the feel of “wind,” the 
sight and sound of fire, and the sounds of a crowd as 
appropriate to allow the campers to truly grasp the 
amazing fulfillment of Jesus’ promise and the event 
that unfolded before the disciples. 

Ask the campers to explain what they like about 
having a campfire. They could also suggest other 
times fire is used for celebration or comfort 
(birthday candles, bonfires on the beach, or a cozy fire 
during a storm). 

Before reading the scripture for today, begin with, 
“God decided to use fire to bring about a big 
change in the lives of the disciples too. Let’s read 
more in Acts, chapter 2, to hear what happened 
shortly after the story we heard from John’s gospel 
yesterday.” Read Acts 2:1-18, 22-24, 33 (CEB). 
Then ask: 

•	 Why	do	you	think	the	disciples	were	together	
at this particular time? What had happened 
earlier to Jesus?

•	 As	the	disciples	waited,	what	did	they	hear?	
What did they see? 

•	 Why	were	the	people	in	the	crowd	from	so	
many different places?

•	 What	strange	event	happened?	How	did	the	
crowd react?

•	 What	did	Peter	do?	How	could	he	be	so	bold?

•	 What	gift	did	God	send	to	the	disciples?

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial, Linguistic
Supplies: Bible, campfire setting

The Story Is Alive
Read the story again, this time having the campers 
act out the narrative together. This passage lends 
itself to great props to make the story come alive. 
Provide some fun costumes, red or orange crepe 
paper or scarves, and maybe even an electric 
fan to simulate the wind. Allow the campers to 
choose which parts they’d like to play: a disciple, 

the Spirit, Jewish believers who were visiting 
Jerusalem. Read the story with appropriate pauses 
for the campers to act it out. Ask:

What new thoughts or insights do you have from 
playing a role in the story? 

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic, Linguistic
Supplies: Bible and props (crepe paper, scarves, costumes), 

(optional: electric fan and power source)

A Fire That Can’t Be Extinguished 
Another option for a second reading of the 
passage needs a “trick candle,” the type that can’t 
easily be extinguished. Tell the campers you are 
going to read the story again, but this time you 
are going to say “Whoosh” at appropriate spots to 
replicate the wind of the Holy Spirit. 

When they hear the “Whoosh,” allow one of the 
campers to attempt to blow out the “trick candle.” 
Continue telling the story as your candle relights, 
asking a different camper to try to blow it out, 
or have the campers pass the candle around the 
circle.

You could read Acts 1:4-8 and then Acts 2:1-18, 
22-24, 33 plus 37-38, 41. Insert the “Whoosh” 
after Acts 1:4, 5, 8; Acts 2:2, 4, 18, 24a, 33, 38, and 
41. 

When the campers realize that the candle won’t 
go out, explain that this is similar to the Holy 
Spirit’s fire in each of us. 

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic, Logical/
Mathematical, Linguistic

Supplies: Bible, trick candle, match or lighter

. EXPERIENCE .

Birthday Party for the Church
Pentecost is the birthday of the church. Every 
birthday includes some wonderful surprises. The 
church’s birthday surprise on the first Pentecost 
was that even though Jesus had died, been raised, 
and then gone to heaven, his disciples (and us!) 
were not left alone. The Holy Spirit, the very 
power of God, was with them, giving them the 
power to be the body of Christ in the world. The 
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same is true for the campers today. 

Tell the campers, “Since today’s story is about 
the birthday of the church, we are going to make 
cupcakes in celebration.” (Leader Notes: Prior to 
handling food, all campers should tie back loose hair, 
wash hands, and wear aprons or something similar 
to protect their clothes. Follow directions to make the 
boxed cake mix and be sure to allow for cooling time 
prior to frosting and decorating the cupcakes. Also, 
make sure you have permission from the proper camp 
authorities, and the kitchen staff, to use the camp 
kitchen.) 

As the campers work together to mix and prepare 
the ingredients or to frost and decorate the 
cupcakes, engage them in some questions about 
Pentecost: 

•	 What	birthday	are	we	celebrating	today?

•	 What	kind	of	gifts	could	we	give	the	church	
for its birthday?

•	 How	do	we	open	our	hearts,	minds,	and	ears	
to hear God speaking to us? 

After the cupcakes are ready, plan to share them 
with the entire camp after lunch for dessert or 
maybe for the afternoon snack. 

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial, Interpersonal
Supplies: Boxed cake mix and required additional ingredients 

for the mix and for frosting and decorating; hair ties; aprons 
or large, older t-shirts; camp kitchen and permission to use it

Spirit Pinwheels
In the Pentecost story, those present felt a great 
rushing wind, a physical reminder of the Holy 
Spirit’s power. Today, to remind the campers of 
this wind, they will be creating pinwheels that 
spin in the wind. 

Give campers these instructions:

 1. Begin by measuring and cutting out a 7-inch 
by 7-inch square from red, orange, or yellow 
paper. 

 2. Draw two diagonal lines across the square 
from corners to opposite corner. 

 3. Then, mark the center of the paper square 
(where the diagonal lines cross) with a small 
dot, and draw a circle the size of the tip of 
your thumb around the dot. 

 4. Use a pair of scissors to cut along each 
diagonal line, being careful not to cut into the 
circle. The cuts will create four “flaps.”

 5. Add additional dots near the four righthand 
corners of these flaps.

 6. Next, use a hole punch or push pin to put a 
hole through each of the dots, including the 
center one. Gently bend each flap to line up 
the holes on each one with the hole in the 
center. Push a pin through the center to hold 
everything together. Push the pin into the 
side of a pencil eraser or straw. 

 7. Decorate the handle of the pinwheel with red 
and orange ribbons. 

Celebrate the joy of Pentecost by using the 
pinwheels during music at evening worship. 
Pinwheels could also be placed collectively in a 
public location. The visual of the pinwheels as a 
whole can be a powerful reminder of the rushing 
wind of the Holy Spirit and the celebration.

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial, Bodily/Kinesthetic
Supplies: Red, orange, and yellow 7 x 7 inch paper squares 

(8½  x 8½ inch will also work); rulers; pencils; scissors; 
pins; pencils or straws for pinwheel handles; red and orange 
ribbons; (optional: hole punch)

Revisiting the Ritual 
As discussed yesterday, one of the most powerful 
experiences in worship and for a community 
is ritual. Be sure to revisit the ritual campers 
created yesterday. Use it to begin your morning 
worship, during cabin devotions, or even as 
evening worship concludes. The more the ritual is 
repeated, the stronger the tie is for the campers. 

Multiple Intelligences: Musical (potentially), Linguistic, 
Interpersonal, Bodily/Kinesthetic

Supplies: None

“The holy Spirit Is with Me!  
Share the good News!”
Ask the campers to stand and spread out around 
the space. Hold up a roll of red (or yellow or 
orange) crepe paper (or ball of red yarn) and 
announce that this represents the Holy Spirit (like 
“tongues of fire”). Say, “The Holy Spirit is with 
me!” Hold on to one end and toss the roll (or ball 
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of yarn) to someone else in the group; and say, 
“Share the good news!”

When campers receive the crepe paper, they will 
say, “The Holy Spirit is with me.” Next, they will 
continue to toss the crepe paper from camper to 
camper, with the “tosser” making sure to hang 
on to an end of the paper. Campers should say, 
“Share the good news!” as they toss the paper to 
the other campers. Make sure the paper stays loose 
or it will rip. However, even if it does, the activity 
can still continue. 

Point out that the crepe paper is like the Holy 
Spirit helping them spread the good news to 
others. Remind campers that their actions tell 
others about God. 

Encourage campers to toss the crepe paper to 
campers farther and farther away from them, 
preferably across the group, so that the good news 
trail gets all crisscrossed. Continue tossing until 
everyone has a chance to toss, or keep tossing 
until the crepe paper runs out. 

As a closing reminder, at the end of the activity, 
campers can tear off pieces of the streamer and 
tuck them in their pockets or sleeves. These can be 
physical reminders of the power of the Holy Spirit 
that is with them and also calls them to share the 
good news.

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial, Bodily/Kinesthetic
Supplies: Red (or yellow or orange) crepe paper (or ball of 

yarn)

The Language of Love
Engage the campers in a discussion along these 
lines:

When did you experience a time when 
you couldn’t understand what people were 
saying to you? How do you feel when you 
are having a hard time communicating an 
important message to someone? Sometimes 
miscommunication can lead to problems. 
In the Pentecost story, despite all the 
excitement and celebration, there was a lot 
of confusion. Amazingly, everyone present, 
from many different locations, heard people 
speaking in their own native languages! 
How would you feel if you heard strangers 
suddenly speaking your language? Or if you 
could suddenly speak unfamiliar languages?

Today, the campers will learn how to say, “Jesus 
is alive!” in different languages. (The phrases 
below are spelled out phonetically.) Using a large 
sheet with the phrases written on it, teach them 
to your campers. You can also first ask campers 
if they know how to say, “Jesus is alive,” in any 
other languages. (Leader Note: Do you have any 
children who are bilingual? If so, include them in 
teaching others the phrase in their other language 
and encourage them to talk about the struggles of 
not always understanding one or the other languages 
spoken around them.) 

Then have individuals draw a phrase out of a bag, 
randomly. After quietly practicing their phrase to 
themselves, when the leader says, “Begin,” the 
campers will say their phrase until they find other 
individuals with the same language translation. 
Once they find their partner or partners, they will 
return to the original circle and sit down. 

After everyone is seated, go around the circle 
and have each group say, “Jesus is alive,” in the 
language they were given. 

Here are some possibilities. If your group is larger, 
assign the same language to more than one 
person. If the group is smaller, use fewer of the 
phrases. 

•	 Filipino:	Bukey	ang	Jesu	Christo

•	 Greek:	Esues	erne	Zotanos

•	 Taiwanese:	Yah	so	go	wah	(Jesus	has	risen)

•	 Russian:	Christos	gzyork	mezdinyanos

•	 Gallic:	Jesus	cha	a	gla	bretha

•	 German:	Jesus	lebt	(Jesus	lives)

•	 Spanish:	Jesus	esta	vivo!	(Jesus	lives)

•	 Mandarin	(Chinese):	Yah	su	ai	ni	(Jesus	loves	
you)

•	 Korean:	Yae	su	nu	sa	dang	da	(Jesus	loves	you)	

Multiple Intelligences: Linguistic, Interpersonal
Supplies: Multiple cut-out copies of “Jesus is alive” phrase 

in the various languages, brown bag (or similar item) to 
hold phrases, large sheet of paper with all of the phrases 
phonetically listed

Color Your Campfire
In this exciting project, campers will dip 
pinecones into substances that react with a 
campfire to turn the flames into beautiful colors. 
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You will need one bucket for each of the three 
colors. Pour enough water into each bucket to 
completely immerse all the campers’ pinecones. In 
each bucket, stir in one of the following colorants: 
Epsom salts in one bucket, potassium chloride 
(a salt substitute found in the spice section) in 
another, and Borax (sold as 20 Mule Team Borax 
laundry booster in grocery stores) in the third 
bucket until nothing more can be dissolved in 
water. Allow campers to help with set up and 
stirring. Remember, camp should be hands on, 
not a spectator sport. 

Have the campers collect pinecones they find on 
the ground (they are not to pick them off trees). 
Then soak the pinecones completely for several 
minutes, and, afterward, place them in the sun 
to dry for several hours. After the pinecones have 

dried, gather them up and bring them to an 
evening campfire. 

Remember to keep safety in mind as you do 
this activity. Keep the group at a safe distance 
from the fire and carefully allow each camper a 
chance to drop or gently toss some pinecones into 
the flames. See what colors appear. Epsom salts 
should burn white; Borax, a yellowish green; and 
potassium chloride, purple. 

Make the connection to today’s Bible story. This 
fiery display is a beautiful and meaningful way to 
remember the coming of the Holy Spirit.

Multiple Intelligences: Naturalist, Spatial
Supplies: Buckets, water, Epsom salts, Borax laundry 

booster, potassium chloride (salt substitute available in the 
spice aisle), pinecones, campfire (and a safe, appropriate 
site for it)
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SONg SUggESTIONS
“Come, Now Is the Time to Worship,” Brian 

Doerksen

“Spirit of the Living God,” Hymn

“Every Time I Feel the Spirit,” African American 
Spiritual

“Sing When the Spirit Says Sing” (make up new 
verses such as “I’m gonna serve…,” “I’m 
gonna walk…,” and so on), African American 
Spiritual

“Breathe on Me, Breath of God,” Hymn

“Our God Is an Awesome God,” Rich Mullins

 “We Are the Church,” Avery and Marsh

(Sing hymns in different languages, such as in 
Spanish; many are available in hymnals or 
songbooks.)

MORNINg WORShIP
As you gather, preferably outdoors, sing 

together “Come, Now Is the Time to Worship.” 
Each morning’s worship will include a psalm. 

Psalms, songs of God’s people, express emotion 
and praise in real and authentic ways. Today’s 
is Psalm 104:24-34, 35b, which sets the tone of 
celebration for God’s creation. Read it aloud. 

Next give campers each a sheet of paper and 
a writing instrument. (Leader Note: You may also 
need to give them something sturdy to put under their 
paper in order to write.) Have them each draw a 
picture of something God has made. Afterward, 
invite them to tell about their pictures. Campers 
could respond to each picture with “Praise the 
Lord!” or “Our God is an awesome God!” 

Close with prayer and sing, “Our God Is an 
Awesome God!”

Supplies: Bible, paper, pens, pencils, or markers, (optional: 
sturdy backing for writing)

EvENINg WORShIP
Celebrate tonight! Sing several songs; campers 

can bring their pinwheels, created earlier, to use 
during worship, or display the pinwheels around 
the worship space. 

In advance, select camper volunteers (or 
staff) to present the Pentecost story through a 
reenactment. Assign various campers specific 
phrases in different languages from “The Language 
of Love” activity above. The script is below. 

Bring out today’s symbol, the candle and 
flame. Say, “Today we celebrate the gift of the 
church. When the Holy Spirit came at Pentecost, 
the disciples received power from God, power 
to make the world a better place and to live in 
community. Let’s power up to celebrate!”

Sing “Happy Birthday” to the church. If you 
use the “trick candle” from earlier, remind the 
campers that, unlike the candles on a birthday 
cake, this candle, like the Holy Spirit, will always 
stay lit. The Holy Spirit’s presence is impossible to 
blow out. If worship includes a campfire, use the 
pinecones made earlier.

If you didn’t use the crepe paper activity 
earlier (or even if you did), pose the question, 
“What kinds of gifts could we give the church for 
its birthday?” After asking this question, give the 
first camper who wants to answer a roll of red 
crepe paper (or a ball of red yarn). After speaking, 
he or she is to hold onto the end of the paper and 
gently toss the roll to another person who would 
like to respond. As campers hold their ends and 
toss the crepe paper to others, everyone should 
respond, “I’ve got the power!” 

The paper will crisscross through the circle. 
Emphasize to the campers that when they give a 
“gift” to the church, they help spread the story of 
Jesus, just like we “spread” the streamer. 

Invite campers each to take a small piece 
of the crepe paper when leaving worship to 
remember what gift he or she wants to give to the 
church.
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upPOWERPOWERupPOWERPOWER

YOUNGER YOUTH

 
to Imitate Christ

Day 3:

ExPLORE
                  Mail Call!

                  Write Your Own Letter

ExPERIEnCE
                  Encourage Your Camp

                  Copy Cat

                  Just Like Jesus

                  Mirror, Mirror

ExPRESS
                  Morning Worship

                  Evening Worship

                  Cabin Devotions

CUSTOMIZE TODAY’S PLAN: Choose what you will do

Key Verse: And you became imitators of us and of the Lord, for in spite of persecution you 
received the word with joy inspired by the Holy Spirit. —1 Thessalonians 1:6

Scripture: 1 Thessalonians 1:4-7 

Focus: People look to examples of Jesus and of other Christians to learn how to live.

Connection to Campers: As campers learn of a church in Paul’s time, they will be pointed to 
Christ as the One worthy of being imitated and explore how that looks and feels in today’s world.

Leader Notes: Please read the scripture ahead of time and review the “Biblical and Theological 
Overview” for Day 3. Some of today’s activities refer to additional passages from the Bible. Be 
sure to read those and be familiar with their context so you can help campers understand what is 
happening in those scriptures. 
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. EXPLORE .

Mail Call!
Type today’s scripture and print copies for 
each camper. (Leader Note: You can also cut 
and paste the verses from an online Bible source 
such as biblegateway.com.) Use a font that looks 
like it could be handwriting. If it is practical, 
personalize the letter by using a mail-merge 
program to substitute some of the “you’s” with 
each individual camper’s name. Address each 
letter with a camper’s name and cabin number or 
name. If your camp has a mail-call tradition, give 
campers their letters in that way. Give them time 
to read their letter. 

Point out how hard it was in Paul’s time to send 
correspondence and, consequently, how excited 
people were to receive a letter. The people of the 
church would have gathered around to hear it 
read, and then they would have discussed it in 
depth—as you will now. Ask:

•	 How	did	it	feel	to	get	a	personal	letter	from	
Paul?

•	 What	do	you	think	is	the	most	important	
part of the letter?

•	 What	does	Paul	really	want	you	to	know	and	
hear?

•	 What	is	going	to	be	the	hardest	part	of	doing	
the things in this letter? 

Multiple Intelligences: Linguistic
Supplies: Copies of typed Bible verses, envelopes 

addressed to each camper

Write Your Own Letter
Ask campers to think about people in their lives 
whom they want to encourage and help to find 
their way. Pair campers up and ask them tell the 
other about such a person and what that person 
has meant in that camper’s life. Once campers 
have had a chance to talk with their partners, 
invite them to each write a letter to their special 
person, using Paul’s letter to the Thessalonians as 
the template or model. Have Bibles or the printed 
copies of the scripture from “Mail Call!” on hand 
for campers to refer to as they consider what they 
will write.

Remind campers that what they write may or may 
not be letters that they actually send, but they are 
to write them just the same. Encourage campers to 
pray over their letter and ask God to direct them 
about whether or not to send it. 

When campers have finished writing, ask:

•	 How	did	it	feel	to	be	encouraging?

•	 How	do	you	think	this	letter	will	make	a	
difference?

•	 Tell	us	about	a	time	someone	encouraged	
you.

•	 Why	do	you	think	encouraging	words	can	be	
so powerful?  

•	 Do	you	encourage	others	often?	Why	or	why	
not?

Multiple Intelligences: Intrapersonal, Interpersonal
Supplies: Bibles (or printed copies of the scripture), paper, 

pens or pencils, envelopes  

. EXPERIENCE .

Encourage Your Camp
In verse 5 of today’s scripture, Paul talks about the 
“gospel” that came to the people in Thessalonica. 
Though they will be familiar with the word from 
the four gospels, explain that, at its essence, gospel 
is a word that translates as “good news.”  Ask 
campers what they think that “good news” was. 
Brainstorm some good news that your camp needs 
to hear today (for example: God chose you, God loves 
you, you are a special child of God). 

Make several “good news” posters to hang up 
around your camp. Find unexpected places to post 
them (bathroom mirror, kitchen door, parking 
lot). Be sure to take care to hang posters in ways 
that will not do damage.

Multiple Intelligences: Mathematical/Logical, Bodily/
Kinesthetic, Linguistic

Supplies: Bible, poster board or large sheets of paper, 
markers, crayons, tape or other safe way to hang posters
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Copy Cat
Put your campers into pairs (preferably with 
someone they don’t know very well). Give one a 
slip of paper with an action scripture written on 
it. This person is to act out the scripture while the 
other mirrors his or her partner’s actions. 

Encourage the one acting to use exaggerated 
motions and act out the idea of the scripture 
rather than each literal word. After a few minutes 
of “mirroring,” let the “mirror partner” guess what 
the actions were. 

Give different scriptures to the “mirror partners” 
and have them lead. Afterward, ask:

•	 How	did	it	feel	to	try	to	mirror	your	partner	
when you had no idea what that person was 
doing?

•	 How	did	it	feel	to	try	to	act	out	some	of	the	
scriptures?

•	 How	is	this	exercise	like	trying	to	mirror	
Jesus’ actions?

•	 How	can	we	better	mirror	the	actions	of	
Jesus? 

Suggested Action Scriptures (feel free to choose 
others):

Jeremiah 18:1-4 (potter and clay)

Ecclesiastes 3:1-8 (a time to…)

Ephesians 3:14-15 (prayer)

Psalm 100:1-4 (celebration)

Matthew 14:15-21 (Jesus feeds five 
thousand)

Matthew 9:1-7 (Jesus heals paralyzed man)

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic, Spatial
Supplies: Action Bible verses written on pieces of paper

Just Like Jesus
Read today’s scripture again, focusing closely on 
verse 6. Remind campers of the past two days’ 
lessons, in which Jesus promises the Holy Spirit 
would come and then that promise is fulfilled in a 
dramatic way. Ask:

•	 Now	that	the	Holy	Spirit	has	come	into	our	
lives, what do we do?  

•	 What	does	verse	6	tell	us?		

•	 What	does	it	mean	to	be	“imitators	of…the	
Lord”?

Look up some stories of Jesus and talk about what 
he was doing in each. Suggested stories: 

Mark 11:15-17 (Jesus goes against accepted 
tradition to stand up for what is right)

Matthew 8:1-4 (Jesus heals)

Luke 19:1-10 (Jesus reaches out to an 
outcast and changes his life)

Mark 2:5 (Jesus forgives)

Matthew 7:24-29 (Jesus taught using 
parables)

John 13:12-17 (Jesus serves with humility)

Divide into small groups of three or four and 
assign one passage to each group. Each group 
should create a skit that shows how we can 
imitate in today’s world what Jesus did in his 
time. Remind them that they do not have to 
do exactly what Jesus did, but they should find 
creative ways to be imitators.

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic, Mathematical/
Logical

Supplies: Bibles

Mirror, Mirror
Leader Note: Receiving a genuine compliment 
from a counselor is huge in the life of a camper. It 
is important that counselors take seriously the need 
for heart-felt words of affirmation to avoid hurting 
feelings or embarrassing a camper. 

Cut a frame from a poster board, leaving the 
center open. The counselor holds the frame in 
front of his or her face while each camper in turn 
comes to the “mirror” and asks: “Mirror, mirror 
on the wall, where have I been like Jesus this 
week?” The counselor should be prepared to give 
an encouraging answer to each camper. (Sample 
answers: “Your smile helped others feel better.” “You 
welcomed the new campers and helped them fit in.” 
“You listened closely during worship.”)

Another option: You could have campers share 
affirmations if you think they are ready to be 
serious enough.

Multiple Intelligences: Intrapersonal
Supplies: Poster board for frame and positive responses for 

each camper
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SONg SUggESTIONS
“Change My Heart, Oh God,” Eddie Espinosa

“Cry of My Heart,” Terry Butler 

“Take My Life (Holiness Is What I Long For),” 
Scott Underwood

“Every Move I Make,” David Ruis

“They Will Know We Are Christians by Our Love,” 
Hymn, Peter Scholtes

MORNINg WORShIP
Leader Note: This scene should be set up ahead of 
time so that the campers experience it as real.

Counselors act out an improvised scene 
in which they are bickering with each other, 
putting each other down, and not acting like a 
community. They should suggest that some of 
the staff have not really been “chosen” to be 
there and are not doing the job correctly. Then 
one receives a letter from the dean (or director or 
whatever title the camp leader holds) and reads 
the letter out loud.

Dear Camp Staff,

You are loved by God, and I know God has 
chosen you to be an important part of this 
camp. The good news that you would be on 
camp staff didn’t come to you in just an email, 
but it was also a powerful message from the 
Holy Spirit. There was a deep conviction—I’m 
sure you felt it. I am sure you remember the 
example I was for you during our training time. 
That was for your sake! You should become 
imitators of me, but most importantly of the 
One I try to imitate in my life—the Lord Jesus 
Christ. When you accepted this call from the 
Holy Spirit to come to camp, I hope it was with 
joy and in spite of the sacrifices you have to 
make (like lack of long showers, clean clothes, 
and personal time). As a result you can become 
an example to all our campers here in camp 
this week and beyond!

After the letter is read, staff in the scene 
should then have a change of attitude and be 
more positive toward each other.

Read today’s scripture, 1 Thessalonians 1:4-
7. Use the “Biblical and Theological Overview” 
for Day 3 to talk about what was happening to 
the church in Thessalonica and how Paul’s words 
must have been an encouragement for them. 
Talk about how those words are still needed and 
relevant in our world today.

Supplies: Counselors prepared for the skit, paper with the 
dean’s	letter	on	it

EvENINg WORShIP
Leader Note: Ahead of time, prepare a table with 
mirrors on it. Tape to each mirror a paper with the 
message, “The Holy Spirit empowers you to imitate 
Christ. How will you live that?”

Read today’s scripture. Using several dry erase 
boards all around your space (or a piece of paper 
for each camper), ask each camper to write a 
social media “status update,” “text,” or “tweet” 
as if he or she had been part of the church in 
Thessalonica. Before the campers write, ask them 
to consider these questions:

•	 How	do	you	think	Paul’s	letter	would	have	
made you feel about your behavior?

•	 How	would	the	letter	have	helped	you	make	
positive changes?

•	 What	encouragement	would	you	offer	
churches of today?

Have volunteers read what they wrote; take 
time to talk together about each one. Ask other 
campers to “like” or to comment on the status 
updates. (Leader Note: If time is short, have 
campers talk and “like” in smaller groups of two or 
three.) 

Affirm all the efforts. If you used paper, hang 
the sheets around your worship space.

Point out the mirrors as today’s symbol. 
Remind campers they are to be imitators of Christ. 
Invite them to come and stand around the table 
of mirrors and read the message, “The Holy Spirit 
empowers you to imitate Christ. How will you live 
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that?” Campers can come in groups; give them 
time to reflect silently on the question while other 
campers sing soft reflective music while they wait 
for a turn. Once all have been to the table, offer 
a prayer asking the Holy Spirit for guidance and 
courage to be imitators of Christ in camp and at 
home.

Supplies: Bible, dry erase boards and markers (optional: 
paper and pens), table, mirrors with the question taped on 
them

CABIN DEvOTIONS
Use these prompts for writing in journals or 

for verbal sharing:

•	 What	was	the	best	part	of	the	day?

•	 Where	did	you	see	the	Holy	Spirit	today?

•	 How	do	you	think	imitating	Jesus	would	
change things around us?

Ask for a volunteer camper to pray. If no one 
volunteers, then a leader should pray, thanking 
God for Jesus and asking for the courage to follow 
his example at camp and always.

Supplies: (Optional: journals, pencils or pens)
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upPOWERPOWER 
with the Fruit of the Spirit

Day 4:

OLDER YOUTH

ExPLORE
                  Fruit in the Blanks

                  The Apple Doesn’t Fall 
Far from the Tree

ExPERIEnCE
                  Fruit Scramble

                  Reverse Scavenger Hunt

                  Fruity Feast

                  Stuck in My Head—and My Heart! 

ExPRESS
                  Morning Worship

                  Evening Worship

                  Cabin Devotions

CUSTOMIZE TODAY’S PLAN: Choose what you will do

Key Verses: The actions that are produced by selfish motives are obvious… But the fruit of the 
Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. —
Galatians 5:19a, 22-23a (CEB)

Scripture: Galatians 5:16-26 (CEB)

Focus: Living by the Spirit produces good fruit in our lives. Good fruit affects the whole 
community positively.

Connection to Campers: Teenagers are often presented with long lists of behaviors and 
experiences they are not supposed to participate in, but it can be more difficult to find positive 
lists that help guide healthy behavior. The fruit of the Spirit can be that positive list—a list of God’s 
favorite things, which the Holy Spirit helps us develop! 

Leader Notes: Read the “Biblical and Theological Overview” for Day 4. Keep an eye out for 
campers who seem uncomfortable with the list of bad behaviors and selfish desires found in the 
text. Many a camper may be neck deep in these things outside of camp. Help the conversation 
to revolve less around shame and more around the ways the Holy Spirit can help anyone and 
everyone to begin developing good fruit in their lives. If possible, use the translation from the 
Common English Bible (CEB) today. Be aware of the “goodness”/”generosity” issue. (See Fruit Alert 
on page 6.) Don’t forget to check Extra Resources, including “Going Deeper, Especially for Older 
Youth,” for additional ideas.
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. EXPLORE .

Fruit in the Blanks
This Mad-Lib-style Bible activity will help campers 
encounter today’s text in a new way.

Invite campers to help select words for each of 
the categories on their “Fruit in the Blanks” Word 
Sheet (separate handout, found below). Go around 
the circle, so that each camper gets to contribute 
several words. 

Use the competed Word Sheet to fill in the blanks 
on the Mad-Lib Interpretation of Galatians 5:16-26 
(separate sheet for the leader only, found below). 
Then read your group’s “new interpretation” of 
the text aloud. Allow time for laughter and other 
reactions to the text. Ask:

•	 What	is	your	favorite	part	of	this	“new	
interpretation”?

•	 What	do	you	think	the	real	text	is	actually	
about? 

Now read the CEB version of Galatians 5:16-26. 
Invite campers to listen carefully for similarities 
and differences between the actual text and their 
Mad-Lib interpretation. Ask:

•	 How	close	or	far	off	was	the	group’s	Mad-Lib	
interpretation of the text?

•	 What	do	you	think	about	the	list	of	bad	
behaviors presented in the text? Does this list 
cover the worst of things that go on today? 
What would you add?

•	 Are	the	fruit	of	the	Spirit	listed	in	Galatians	
still good things? What would you add to the 
list?

•	 What	are	some	differences	between	the	bad	
behaviors and the fruit of the Spirit? Which 
of those do you consider to be the biggest or 
most important difference? Why?

Multiple Intelligences: Linguistic, Interpersonal, Logical/
Mathematical

Supplies: Bible, pens, one copy for each camper of the “Fruit 
in the Blanks” word Sheet; one copy only for the leader of 
the Mad-Lib-style interpretation sheet

The Apple Doesn’t Fall Far  
from the Tree
This Bible activity will help campers answer the 
question, What do the fruit of the Spirit tell us 
about God?

Ask campers if they have ever heard the phrase, 
“The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.” 
Encourage them to discuss what this phrase means 
and how it is used in day-to-day conversations. 
(For example, the phrase is often used to place 
blame on the parents when a child gets into 
trouble.)

Explain to youth that, while this phrase is 
typically used in a negative way, it can also be 
used positively to describe who God is. If the 
“apple” points back to its source and tells us 
something about the “tree,” then each fruit of the 
Spirit listed in Galatians also points back to its 
Source and tells us something about what God is 
like. 

Invite campers to list the fruit of the Spirit (using 
their Bibles if needed). Using a white board or 
large sheets of paper, write down each fruit as it 
is named. Leave room to write next to each fruit. 
Then encourage campers to brainstorm things 
they learn about God based upon each of the fruit 
of the Spirit. (Leader Note: If your group is large, 
give paper and markers to teams of three campers for 
them to come up with at least two statements for each 
fruit. Then put the sheets from all the teams together 
and identify where there are agreements and discuss 
any statements that would be in opposition.)

Example:

Love: God is love; God wants us to love one 
another; God wants us to make decisions 
that are rooted in love instead of fear (and 
so forth).

Multiple Intelligences: Interpersonal, Linguistic
Supplies: Bibles, white board or large sheets of paper, 

markers, tape
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. EXPERIENCE .

Fruit Scramble
This game helps campers release pent up energy, 
and also reinforces the fruit of the Spirit from 
Galatians 5.  

Get into a circle of chairs with enough seats for 
all but one of your group members. (Leader Note: 
This game is also suitable for playing outside in a 
stand-up circle.) Explain to campers that this game 
is like Fruit Basket Upset, but with a twist: They 
will be using the names of the fruit of the Spirit 
instead of the usual fruit names. 

Assign each camper one of the fruit of the 
Spirit from Galatians (love, joy, peace, patience, 
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-
control). Unless your group is large, instead of 
trying to assign all of the fruit of the Spirit, try 
to make sure that there are two of each fruit used 
(two kindness, two faithfulness, and so on). An 
odd-numbered group can have three of one fruit 
so that no one camper can be singled out during 
the game. 

To begin the game, the group member left without 
a chair stands in the center of the circle. He or 
she calls out one of the fruit of the Spirit and the 
campers assigned that fruit get up and run around 
the outside of the circle and attempt to sit in an 
open chair while the caller also heads to an open 
seat. The person left without a chair is next in the 
center and calls out another fruit. 

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic
Supplies: Chairs 

Reverse Scavenger hunt
This activity gets campers thinking metaphorically 
and “on the fly” about each of the fruit of the 
Spirit.

Divide campers into two or three teams 
(depending upon how many you have in your 
group as a whole). Tell the teams that they have 
15 minutes to go back to their bunks, get a 
pillowcase (one per group) and fill that pillowcase 
with personal items and/or items from nature 
(only things found already on the ground; no 
picking of plants). Provide no other instruction 

about the types of items, except to say that the 
items must fit in the pillowcase and that items 
that come from the bunks must personally belong 
to someone on the team.

When campers return to your meeting area, have 
them sit together in their teams. Then explain 
that they are competing in a reverse scavenger 
hunt. You will call out one of the fruit of the 
Spirit and the first team to bring you an item that 
represents that fruit (they will need to give an 
explanation) will receive two points. Each of the 
other teams that also produce an item will receive 
one point.

Work your way through each of the fruit of the 
Spirit and keep track of points awarded to the 
groups. At the end, the group that has the most 
points wins! Be sure teams put back all their items.

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic, Naturalist, 
Interpersonal 

Supplies: Paper and markers for tallying points, pillowcases, 
personal items and items from nature

Stuck in My head—and in  
My heart!
Have you ever had the lyrics to a song stuck in 
your head? Have fun with memorizing the fruit 
of the Spirit through music. Singing the simple 
“children’s song” called “The Fruit of the Spirit (Is 
Not a Coconut)” is one possibility. 

Another is to invite the budding songwriters 
to work in teams to come up with a new song 
to teach to the whole group to help them 
remember the fruit. Remind the teams that the 
nine fruit listed in the Bible are not exclusive but 
representative. If they need to add to or modify 
the list for the sake of the lyrics, they can do so as 
long as the group agrees that the new one would 
fit the criteria shown in the ones in the scripture.

Sing the song(s) several times. The goal is to get 
the fruit stuck in the minds—and hearts—of the 
campers.

Multiple Intelligences: Musical, Interpersonal 
Supplies: Optional: A recording (available on YouTube) or 

live music of “The Fruit of the Spirit (Is Not a Coconut)”; 
paper, writing instruments, musical instruments
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Fruity Feast
If you know that none of your campers has a food 
allergy, this snack encourages campers to think 
about the statement, “You are what you eat,” 
while munching on a variety of fruity snacks. 

Find a place where your group can simply hang 
out together. Put out a spread of different fruit or 
fruitlike snacks and napkins. Plates are an option 
too.  

Invite youth to help themselves to this snack 
buffet. As campers settle into the space and begin 
munching away, invite them to consider the 
following phrase: “You are what you eat.” Ask:

•	 What	does	this	phrase	mean?

•	 Which	of	these	snacks	is	better	for	you	to	eat?	
Why?

•	 Is	it	easier	to	become	a	person	who	is	filled	
with the fruit of the Spirit if you surround 
yourself with, and take in, that same good 
fruit? Why or why not?

•	 How	can	you	get	more	of	the	fruit	of	the	
Spirit in your life?

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic, Interpersonal
Supplies: Containers for the snacks, fresh fruit, “fruit snacks,” 

fruity cereal such as Fruit Loops, fruity candies such as 
Runts, napkins, (optional: plates)
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SONg SUggESTIONS
“One Spirit of Love,” Paul Svenson

“I Could Sing of Your Love Forever,” Martin Smith

“More Precious Than Silver,” Lynn De Shazo

“Make Me a Channel of Your Peace,” Sebastian 
Temple

“Rivers of Mercy,” Matt Brouwer

“Take My Life,” Scott Underwood

“To Love You,” Andra Moran

“The Fruit of the Spirit (Is Not a Coconut),” 
Traditional

MORNINg WORShIP
Explain that today’s scripture is about how 

the Holy Spirit can help us to put away selfish 
desires and instead fill our lives (and the lives of 
those around us) with “good fruit.” Ask campers 
to lift up any selfish desires that cause them to 
struggle. (Leader Note: You may need to be ready 
to share your own issues or to identify some that are 
common among teens in order to help the campers feel 
comfortable to talk about their own struggles.)

After each desire that is shared, respond as 
a group with: “Spirit of God, help us put away 
selfish desires.”

Sing a song such as “More Precious Than 
Silver.” Hand out the Day 4 bookmarks for 
campers to keep in their Bibles and then close in 
prayer. 

Supplies: Day 4 bookmark for each camper

EvENINg WORShIP
Begin worship by singing a few favorite camp 

songs.
Explain that prayer is a way to ask God for 

help in the area of personal growth. Hand out 
copies of the Prayer of St. Francis (next page) and 
have campers read this prayer aloud together. 

Read: Galatians 5:16-26. Invite campers to 
compare the prayer and the scripture. Ask:

•	 How	might	living	such	a	life	based	on	the	
fruit of the Spirit or this prayer change the 
world? Your world?

Invite campers to lift up the particular fruit of 
the Spirit that they need the most help developing 
in their lives. 

Sing “Make Me a Channel of Your Peace.” 

Supplies: Bible, copies of the Prayer of St. Francis 

CABIN DEvOTIONS
Invite the campers to sit in a circle or quietly 

on their beds. Take turns sharing roses and thorns 
for the day.

Ask: 

•	 Where	did	you	see	the	fruit	of	the	Spirit	in	
your fellow campers today? 

•	 Where	did	you	see	the	Holy	Spirit	at	work	
today?

Close in prayer and turn the lights out.  

Supplies: None
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upPOWERPOWER 
as One Community

Day 5:

INTERGENERATIONAL/FAMILY

ExPLORE
                  Paul’s Letter 

                  Story Symbol = numeral 1 
in a Circle

                  One in the Spirit

ExPERIEnCE
                  Hand Collage  

                  Web of Life

                  CommUnITY

                  Scavenger Hunt 

                  Put-It-Together Snack

ExPRESS
                  Morning Worship

                  Evening Worship

                  Cabin Devotions

CUSTOMIZE TODAY’S PLAN: Choose what you will do

Key Verses: There is one body and one Spirit, just as you were called to the one hope of your 
calling, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above all and through 
all and in all. —Ephesians 4:4-6

Scripture: Ephesians 4:1-6

Focus: Today is an opportunity to explore what it looks like to live as God’s people, called to be 
humble, gentle, and patient. And when we come together as one community to serve God through 
the power of the Holy Spirit, amazing things can happen. 

Connection to Campers: Campers will experience how coming together in unity (as one) is how 
the power of the Holy Spirit builds us up as one commUNITY. 

Leader Notes: Review the “Biblical and Theological Overview” for Day 5. You may want to 
celebrate the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper in worship with this day’s lesson, adding the focus of 
the one bread and one cup. 
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. EXPLORE .

Paul’s Letter 
Before you read the scripture for today to the 
campers, ask them to listen for the word one; and, 
each time they hear it, have them shout “one” 
while pointing their right index fingers in the air.

Practice once and then read Ephesians 4:1-6, 
pausing each time you say “one” so campers can 
point their fingers in the air for the number one 
and shout. Talk about all the places they heard 
“one.” Write down the list for all to see, and for 
use in other activities.

Preschool adaptation 
Preschoolers will enjoy listening for and calling 
out	“one”	when	they	hear	that	word	in	today’s	
scripture, but they may have trouble keeping 
up if you read too quickly. To make this activity 
easier for them, read slowly. Emphasize the 
word “one” and point your finger up so that they 
know when they should echo you. Preschoolers 
may also have trouble understanding the 
theology as it is stated in this scripture. After 
reading, tell them, “God wants us to live like we 
are followers of Jesus. we should do everything 
we can to get along with one another. The Holy 
Spirit helps all followers of Jesus work together. 
we are all connected by the Holy Spirit.”

Multiple Intelligences: Linguistic
Supplies: Large sheet of paper, marker, tape 

Story Symbol = Numeral 1 in a 
Circle
Show the campers the symbols from the past 
days and ask how the previous symbols remind 
them of the power of the Holy Spirit. Show them 
today’s symbol, the numeral one in a circle, and 
ask why they think it is today’s symbol. (The 

numeral represents the many “ones” in Paul’s letter, 
and the circle represents unity.)

Supplies: Symbols of the previous four days, representation 
of a circle with a numeral one inside

One in the Spirit
Remind campers that Paul’s letter tells us that we 
are chosen by God and called by the one God, 
meaning that we are connected to one another no 
matter what. There is one body, the body of Jesus 
Christ, the church. Therefore we are one together 
in community. Write out the word community, and 
show how it can be divided into comm (come) and 
unity. Point out that community means to come 
together in unity (community = come together 
in unity). Reread Paul’s letter in Ephesians 4:1-6, 
listening for the examples of coming together in 
unity. 

Next, have your campers form a circle, with 
you in the middle, spreading younger children 
between youth and adults. Go around the circle 
and assign each of four characteristics (humble, 
gentle, patient, loving of one another) to each camper 
in order, repeating all around the circle. Say: “We 
need all four—to be humble, gentle, patient, and 
loving of one another—in order to be one in the 
Spirit, as Paul teaches.” 

Remembering their assigned words, campers are 
to all turn to their right and face the back of the 
people in front of them, placing their hands on 
the shoulders of the campers in front of them. 
Tighten up the circle if need be. Have those who 
are humble to shout, then all those who are gentle 
to shout, then those assigned patient to shout, and 
all the loving of one another campers to shout. 

Now tell campers that you are going to count to 
three, and at three the campers are to sit down 
on the lap of the camper behind them. They will 
support one another in a lap-sit all around the 
circle—regardless of whether they are a child, 
youth, or adult. Hold the lap-sit for a minute 
or so; then have everyone stand at the count of 
three. You may want to repeat a couple of times. 

After you are done with the lap-sit, have the 
campers turn to face you in the center of the 
circle, taking a step or two back. Say: “We had to 
work together to do this activity. If we didn’t have 
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humbleness, gentleness, patience, and love for one 
another around our unity circle, we never would 
have been able to be one. Our lap-sit represented 
our coming together in unity to be one.” 

While still standing in a circle, conclude with the 
hymn, “They’ll Know We Are Christians by Our 
Love.” You may sing the hymn or just read the 
words, adding the motions below. Practice the 
motions once before you sing or read the hymn.

Verse 1 – “One” = index finger pointed in the air 
as a numeral 1.

Chorus – “Love” = hands curved in “C”s together 
to form a heart with fingers and thumbs.

Verse 2 – “Walk” = walk around the circle, “Hand 
in hand” = hold hands and walk.

Verse 3 – “Work” = shake hands, “Stand side by 
side” = arm around shoulders of those on each 
side.

Verse 4 – “Praise” = arms in the air.

Preschool adaptation 
Preschoolers will have difficulty understanding 
the big words and the depth of the theology as 
it is explained in this activity. Further, they will 
probably struggle with the lap-sitting exercise 
because of the drastic size difference between 
themselves and older participants. You may 
wish to make the circles with people of similar 
sizes rather than mixing people of all different 
sizes together, or invite volunteers from older 
children through adults to demonstrate the lap 
sit. 
For preschoolers, focus this activity on the song. 
They will enjoy singing and making the motions.

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinestheic, Musical
Supplies:	Bible,	words	to	“They’ll	Know	We	Are	Christians	by	

Our Love” 

. EXPERIENCE .

hand Collage
Providing magazines and scissors, invite campers 
to cut out words or pictures that represent prayers 
for themselves, friends, family, and the world. 
Encourage them to cut smaller images if they can, 
and have each camper cut out as many as there 
are campers in the group. Have campers talk about 
some of the images they are cutting out and the 
prayers they represent. 

Now have each camper trace his or her hand onto 
a piece of plain white paper and then go over the 
traced line with a black marker so that the outline 
of the handprint is visible through the paper 
when the camper turns it over. Have each camper 
retrace that outline on the back of the paper so 
that the same handprint is on both sides of the 
paper. Have each camper write his or her name on 
the front side of the paper. 

Next have campers sit in a circle with glue sticks, 
their cutouts, and handprints. Each camper passes 
his or her handprint to the person to the left, and 
that camper glues one of his or her pictures onto 
the front of that handprint, then passes it again 
to the left. Together, the campers are creating a 
collage on each handprint as they pass the papers 
all around the circle, gluing one of their images to 
each of the other campers’ handprints. 

Once campers have received their handprints 
back, they may glue any leftover images anywhere 
on their handprints. Then they are to cut out 
their handprints, using the marker guides on 
the back side of the papers. Each camper will 
then glue his or her handprint to a piece of 
construction paper, and write his or her name on 
the construction paper. Once everyone is finished, 
have each camper place a hand on his or her 
handprint and together lift up all the prayers from 
the community now within their hands to give to 
God through the power of the Holy Spirit. Collect 
the handprints for cabin devotions tonight.
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Preschool adaptation
Preschoolers may become territorial about 
their handprints, having trouble understanding 
why others would glue something to their work. 
You may want to have them cut out two or 
three pictures, glue them to their handprint, 
and share one of their pictures with the group, 
without having other people glue things on their 
handprints.

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial 
Supplies: Magazines or pictures to cut from, scissors, glue 

sticks, plain white paper and construction paper (one piece 
of each kind of paper per camper)

Web of Life
Leader Notes: Ahead of time, prepare index cards for 
this activity by writing down the name of a different 
animal on each card, except for a couple, upon which 
you will write down the name of a plant, such as 
grass. Prepare enough cards so each camper will have 
one. If you would like, you could punch holes in the 
cards and run loops of yarn through them, so campers 
can wear them like necklaces.

Form a circle inside or outside and distribute 
a card to each camper. Have campers place 
their cards around their necks (if yarn loops are 
provided), or simply have campers remember their 
assignments. Tell campers who have animal cards 
to think about what the animal needs to survive. 
Tell campers who have plant card to think about 
what animals might need them for food. 

Ask: “What are things that all living creatures 
need to survive?” (water, food, shelter, space, air). 
Suggest that the water and shelter are represented 
inside the circle, and the space and air are all 
around us. So that leaves food, which the campers 
should have in mind.

Begin the activity by handing the end of the ball 
of string (or yarn) to a person with a plant or grass 
card. Have him or her hold on to the string and 
not let go. He or she needs to hold the ball of 
yarn, as well. Ask the “plant” what animal might 
eat his or her plant to survive? (for example, 
rabbit or squirrel). Then, still holding on to the 

end of the string, have the “plant” pass the ball of 
string to the camper that is the animal that would 
eat it. That camper then thinks about what animal 
might need his or her animal as food to survive 
and passes the ball of string to the new animal, 
while still holding onto the string. 

Continue until each animal and plant are 
connected by food supply, adding in any plants 
or smaller animals that might get skipped. Some 
plants or smaller animals may need to be used 
more than once. When everyone has a section of 
string to hold onto, ask: “What have we created? 
(A giant web—everyone is connected.) 

Say: “This web is our community, where each of 
our living things can survive and live well.” Ask: 

What would happen if I let go of my string, 
a sign that animal is lost to the community? 
(There would be a missing part of the 
connection or community and that would affect 
the living things on both ends of the drooping 
string.) 

What would happen if I pull tight on my 
string, a sign that there is a shortage of 
food by drought or fire? (Each living thing 
on either side is affected by the impact of less 
food supply; eventually the loss affects all of the 
animals in the web.)

Say: “Every living thing in our web is connected 
to whatever animal holds the string on either side. 
We are connected to all the animals and plants in 
the circle, a community of living things. Whatever 
happens to one of us affects at least one other, 
and, in most cases, several other living things—
if not everyone. Since we are connected in one 
community, what happens to one affects everyone 
in the community. We need to work together to 
survive—we all have to do our part as one in the 
community of living things.  

Multiple Intelligences: Naturalist, Bodily/Kinesthetic
Supplies: Ball of string or yarn (thicker is better for preventing 

tangles), prepared index cards (see Leader Notes)—one 
per camper, (optional: hole punch, pieces of yarn for looping 
through cards)

CommUNITY
Leader Notes: Ahead of time, fill each bag with 
a variety of items—at least ten. You may want to 
search the craft shack for suggested items: crayons, 
popsicle sticks, small pinecones, sticks, pipe cleaners, 
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large paper clips, clothespins, marbles, foam shapes, 
toothpicks, wooden beads about half-inch size (not 
tiny). For the most part, each bag’s contents will be 
different from the other bags’. But, depending on the 
size of your group, you may have bags with some of 
the same things in them. Fold over the tops of the bags 
so items aren’t easily seen. 

 1. Distribute a bag of stuff to each family group 
and have them open their bag to see what 
they have. 

 2. Have each family group find another family 
group or two with mostly different items in 
their bags to join together and form a new 
group. 

 3. Spread out. Each new group will create 
something with their bags of items that 
represents community to them. Give 
them about three minutes to build their 
representation on the floor or ground. They 
must use all of their items in the creation. 
After time is up, invite each group to tell the 
others what they built and how it represents 
community. 

 4. Now invite the current groups to pair up to 
combine into new groups. It is OK if groups 
now have some of the same items. Have these 
new groups work together with all of their 
items to create something that represents 
community. They may move to a previous 
group’s creation and combine or start all 
over—group choice. Again they must use all of 
the items in their creation. Give them about 
five minutes, and then invite each group to 
tell the others what they have created and 
how it represents community.

 5. Combine groups once more into one big 
group. This time the new combined group will 
use all the items and create one community. 
Give them about five minutes. They may 
move to a previous group’s creation and build 
on it or start over completely—group choice. 
(Leader Note: If there are over 20 family groups, 
then form two groups here instead, repeat the 
community building for about five minutes, and 
then combine into one for a final build.) 

Discuss as one group how the new creation 
represents community, then ask:

•	 Are	there	any	creations	from	the	first	groups’	
work in this combined community?

•	 What	was	the	easiest	part	of	building	this	
community together?

•	 What	was	the	hardest	part	of	building	this	
community together?

•	 Do	you	think	we	were	able	to	build	a	better	
community when we worked in small groups 
or the bigger group?

Say: “Working together, we built community each 
time that represented all of the individuals in the 
group, coming together as, ‘One in the Spirit, one 
in unity.’ Power Up!”

Multiple Intelligences: Bodily/Kinesthetic, Spatial 
Supplies: One per family group—lunch-sized paper bags 

filled with items (listed in initial Leader Notes above)

Scavenger hunt
Tell the campers they are going on a scavenger 
hunt. Hand out a list of ten categories to each 
family group. (See the suggested list below.) 

In family groups, campers will explore camp and 
collect items from the list and then return to show 
their finds to the whole group. Remind campers 
to care for God’s creation by not disturbing 
something living. They may always draw a 
picture of what they found instead of picking 
it or moving it. Encourage campers to collect as 
many of the ten on the list as they are able in the 
timeframe you set. 

When campers return, go through the list and see 
what the family groups found to fit each category. 
Call attention to the fact that they found a variety 
of things to represent one list that was the same 
for everyone. Point out that God calls us to work 
together as one with many different things to 
create one CommUNITY through the power of the 
Spirit—Power Up!

An optional plan is to bring everything collected in the 
scavenger hunt to the worship space and create a cross 
shape on the floor or on a table. 

Leader Note: Don’t forget to have campers return all 
the natural items outside and throw the trash away or 
recycle it. 

Multiple Intelligences: Naturalist, Bodily/Kinesthetic, 
Interpersonal  

Supplies: For each family group—copy of the Scavenger 
Hunt list, paper or plastic bag to collect items in, pencil, 
paper 
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Put-it-Together Snack
Each camper needs a bag of one snack item. Have 
campers come forward and add their snack to the 
big bowl until all the food is in the bowl, then 
mix it together. Next, fill each camper’s empty bag 
with some of the new snack created by everyone 
working together to add their pieces to the 
community snack. 

Leader Note: Be aware of food allergies, especially 
nuts. 

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial
Supplies: Variety of snack items in separate baggies or 

containers (raisins, fish crackers, popcorn, dried canberries, 
small crackers, chocolate chips, and so forth), one bag of 
one snack item per camper, big bowl, large spoon to mix
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SONg SUggESTIONS
“They’ll Know We Are Christians by Our Love,” 

Hymn, Peter Scholtes

“There’s a Church Within Us,” Hymn, Kent E. 
Schneider

“I Could Sing of Your Love Forever,” Martin Smith

“He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands,” 
Traditional

“Make Us One,” Carol Cymbala

MORNINg WORShIP
Place today’s symbol of the numeral one in a 

circle in a prominent place along with previous 
days’ symbols. Invite the campers to think about 
what the symbol might represent today. Tell the 
Bible story or read a children’s story:

Listen to the Wind  
by Greg Mortenson and Susan L. Roth

We Are One by Jennifer Black

Whoever You Are by Mem Fox

The Sneetches by Dr. Seuss

Challenge campers to look for examples of 
community today, where several people come 
together in unity to accomplish something by 
working with one another. 

Supplies: Bible, symbols for the first five days of camp, 
(optional: storybook)

EvENINg WORShIP
Read or line out Psalm 51:11. Ask: “How do 

we seek God every day through the power of the 
Holy Spirit?” (prayer, listening, reflection, devotion). 
Say: “Together in community the presence of the 
Spirit is never missing—we each help share God in 
many ways with one another.”

Display the symbol of the day as well as those 
from the previous days. Ask: “What does the 
numeral one in a circle mean to you tonight?”

Tie a clothesline between trees, posts, or 

furniture in your worship space. Lay out strips of 
fabric and invite each camper to choose three. 
One represents the camp community, the second 
the community back home, and the third the 
world community. 

Have campers tie the three strips together by 
a knot at one end of them. With music in the 
background, invite campers to come forward with 
their three strips and place the knot on top of 
the line so the strips hang on both sides of the 
clothesline. They are then to braid the three strips 
together, while offering silent prayers for their 
three communities. Adults may need to assist 
younger campers in braiding before braiding their 
own strips of prayer. 

Encourage everyone to take note of all the 
braided prayers hanging together on the line. 
Close with a prayer lifting up all of them. 

Supplies: Bible, symbols for each of the first five days, 
colorful strips of cloth (at 12 to 16 inches long—three strips 
per camper), clothesline, CD player, CD of reflective music, 
(optional: live musicians) 

CABIN DEvOTIONS
Sit in a circle. Ask campers where they saw 

examples of community today around camp. 
Say: “Working together with the help of the Holy 
Spirit, we can do amazing things by being “one in 
unity,” forming a CommUNITY. 

Using some of the words that were expressed 
about community, write or have campers write 
those words inside a new circle on the “circle 
paper” (in a different color). 

Distribute the handprints from the “Hand 
Collage” activity to each camper. Say: “Tonight 
we will close by passing our handprints around 
our circle and placing our own hands on someone 
else’s handprint and then praying for that person. 

Pass each hand collage around the circle 
until everyone has had a chance to pray for each 
camper. Close in prayer for the community shared 
today through the power of the Holy Spirit.

Supplies: Handprints from earlier activity or handprints drawn 
on pieces of paper with the names of the campers, paper 
with	circles	from	previous	days’	devotions	with	a	fifth	circle	
added, markers all in one color (perhaps purple)
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games

name Games
I’m going to a Party  (Day 2)
To learn the names of the campers, have them 
form a circle. Model the pattern: “My name 
is_________. I’m going to a party and I’ll be 
(taking/doing/enjoying...) ______________.” 
The next person needs to repeat either all the 
patterns of the previous campers (or the previous 
five) before adding his or her own. After one 
round, have everyone shift places and challenge 
the campers to recall the names of the others. 
Remind everyone that this week’s theme is about 
celebration!  

Multiple Intelligences: Linguistic, Bodily/Kinesthetic 
Supplies: None

Lima Y Limón (Lime and Lemon) 
(Day 2 or 4)
Here’s a fun game for getting to know names 
on a day that celebrates the Holy Spirit bringing 
diverse people together in understanding despite 
their language differences. It’s also a good get-
acquainted game for fruit of the Spirit. 

Have the group stand or sit in a circle with the 
“Fruit Picker” at the center. When he or she points 
to someone and says “Lima,” that person must 
say the name of the person on the left before the 
Fruit Picker counts to ten in English or Spanish 
(or Korean for those who do Tae Kwon Do or any 
other language of their choice). If the Fruit Picker 
says, “Limón,” the person indicated must name 
the one sitting to the right before the count of 
ten. If the person indicated fails, then he or she 
becomes the Fruit Picker. For added challenge, 
shorten the count to five after several rounds of 
ten.

Multiple Intelligences: Linguistic, Bodily/Kinesthetic 
Supplies: None

Names in Rhythm (Day 3)
Have campers sit in a circle. Start a beat by having 
everyone slap their thighs (once), clap their hands 
(once), and snap their fingers (one, two). Once the 
four-beat rhythm is going, go around the circle 
with each person saying his or her name on the 
snaps. Depending upon the number of syllables 
in the name, the player can say the name fast 
(AnnaLisa), draw it out (Will-ill), or fit it to the 
beat (Ev-an), for example. To vary the challenge, 
speed up the rhythm, or have one person in the 
center point to different campers, and the group 
must say the name in rhythm.

Multiple Intelligences: Musical
Supplies: None

Pick a Pack (Day 4)
Invite the group to sit in a circle. Place an empty 
basket in the center of the circle. Tell the campers 
that they will be talking about the fruit of the 
Spirit. Explain that as they go around the circle, 
each person will tell his or her first name and also 
a fruit—something that grows on a tree, bush, 
plant, or in the ground and can be picked and 
eaten. (Nuts, flowers, and vegetables may also 
count, if you wish, because they are technically 
fruit of the plant.)  

Challenge the campers to pick something that 
also starts with the first letter of their name. (My 
name is Quentin and I pick quince.) Give that 
person a big “Woo hoo,” but recognize that not 
everyone will be familiar with a fruit that goes 
with his or her initial. Perhaps the group can help 
think of one. 

Do another round and challenge campers to 
identify two (or more) other campers by name 
and tell what fruit they picked. After persons have 
been picked, the next camper must name different 
people in the circle—until everyone has been 
identified at least once.

Multiple Intelligences: Interpersonal 
Supplies: Basket

EXPANDED!
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Team Builders and 
Challenges

Leader Notes: These types of experiences can be 
fantastic learning opportunities, but they often require 
an extra measure of vigilance to assure safety. Think 
about both physical safety and emotional safety. 
Coming from an overly competitive world focused on 
winning, some campers may initially be very hesitant 
to try something so new. Keep the atmosphere one of 
encouragement—both from the leaders and from the 
other campers. Campers learning to encourage one 
another is one of the benefits of such challenges and 
also a hallmark of living in Christian community, 
guided by the Spirit.

Several of these challenges have been captured on 
video and can be found on YouTube. However, camp 
staff would benefit from trying them first before being 
responsible for campers.

Power grid 
(The Path/Maze/Gridlock Low Challenge) 
Campers will experience both solving a problem 
and being “in” the problem as they deal with 
trial-and-error problem solving and stepping into 
the unknown.

Leader Notes: Lay out a grid on the ground, inside 
or outside [if outside, use a flat area]. The size of the 
grid can vary with the size of your group, but should 
be at least eight squares by eight squares. The larger 
the grid, the more challenging the activity. Create a 
secret “safe” path through the grid and record it on a 
piece of paper. Graph paper works well. Keep the paper 
with the solution to yourself. Have the path begin on 
one edge of the grid and finish on the opposite end, 
moving, square-to-square, right or left or forward—no 
diagonals. You’ll need to pay close attention to every 
move and keep track of the moves on the “solution 
paper” you made before the activity.

Tell campers that God through the Holy Spirit has 
chosen a path for us, the right way to go, but we 
don’t always know what is right; sometimes we 

need the Spirit to guide us and get us on the right 
path. Say that on the grid before them is a one-
way path through the grid. Only one person at a 
time is allowed on the grid, but all the campers 
will need to cross it. 

When a camper is on the grid, that camper may 
continue as long as he or she stays on the “right” 
path (your secret path). If  a camper steps off the 
path in a wrong direction, then he or she must 
leave the grid, and the next person can begin 
trying to discover the right path. (It’s fun to sound 
a buzzer or bicycle horn whenever a person steps 
off the path.)

Everyone in the group must attempt the grid 
before anyone can try it a second time. 

The activity ends when the complete path is 
discovered and everyone in the group has gone 
through the grid. 

Afterward, discuss: 

•	 What	was	the	easiest	part	of	this	challenge?

•	 What	was	the	most	difficult	part?

•	 Did	you	develop	a	system?

•	 How	did	you	decide	which	directions	to	try?

•	 How	did	campers	outside	the	grid	help	the	
camper inside the grid?

•	 Was	advice	listened	to?	If	not,	why?

•	 The	Holy	Spirit	is	God’s	guidance	system	
(God’s “GPS”), helping us find our way, 
following the right path, which is God’s will. 
How did this challenge reflect letting the 
power of the Holy Spirit guide us on a daily 
basis in our paths of life?

Multiple Intelligences: Interpersonal, Bodily/Kinesthetic
Supplies: Tape or chalk, drawn squares, sheets of black 

paper, or wood tiles used to create at least an eight square 
by eight square grid; graph paper, pencil

NEW!
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going Deeper, 
Especially for Older 

Youth
During the week you may discover that your 
group flies through activities and wants or needs 
to dig a little deeper. If this is the case, consider 
the following discussion topics:

Day 1 

The holy Who? (Names for the 
holy Spirit) 
The Holy Spirit can be difficult to grasp. For 
starters, what do we call the Spirit? To refer to the 
Spirit as “it” seems too impersonal, yet “he” or 
“she” doesn’t feel quite right either. Let campers 
know that many a theologian has struggled with 
this very issue. Often, the best solution Christians 
can find is to use names that refer to the work 
of the Spirit—those things that the Holy Spirit 
is “up to” in the world: Comforter, Sustainer, 
Inspirer, Helper, Advocate… These names, along 
with others, help us to better understand the Holy 
Spirit while honoring the mystery that seems 
to be another part of the Spirit’s nature. Invite 
campers to discuss the following questions:

•	 Who	or	what	do	you	think	the	Spirit	is?

•	 How	do	you	refer	to	the	Holy	Spirit?	What	
names or pronouns seem most appropriate to 
you, and why?

•	 What	do	you	think	the	Spirit	is	“up	to”	in	the	
world or in your own life?

Context Matters (What is going 
on with the disciples?)
Explain to campers that often, in order to get 
a clearer understanding and appreciation for 
what is going on in a scripture, you have to look 

back in the text to see what has come before, 
and sometimes ahead to see what is coming. 
Looking back and looking ahead help paint a 
clearer picture of where you are in the “present” 
of the passage. The placement of this “present” in 
relationship to other elements of the text is often 
referred to as “context.” In order to understand 
the context of John 14, it is helpful to look back 
to John 13 and forward to John 18. Invite campers 
to look at those chapters. Then ask questions such 
as:

•	 Where	does	today’s	text	fall	in	the	timeline	of	
Jesus’ life and ministry? 

•	 Where	are	Jesus	and	the	disciples	when	this	
piece of the story takes place? 

•	 How	do	you	think	the	disciples	felt	when	
they heard these words from Jesus? Why?

Day 2

Context Matters (Why are the 
disciples in Jerusalem?)
In order to get a clearer sense of the events leading 
up to the Pentecost story, invite campers to look 
back to the first chapter of Acts. Ask questions 
such as:

•	 Why	are	the	disciples	in	Jerusalem?

•	 What	have	they	been	doing	prior	to	this	
moment?

•	 Why	is	this	moment	important?

•	 Would	it	be	appropriate	to	rename	Acts	2	
“Jesus baptizes the disciples”? Why or why 
not?

Day 3

Context Matters (Persecution)
The text for today (1 Thessalonians 1:4-7) refers 
to persecution that could have hindered the 
Christ-followers of Thessalonica from becoming 
imitators of Christ. Invite campers to read a bit 

NEW!
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Daily Worship Plans 

Campers in Leadership
Consider assigning worship leadership to a 
different group of campers each day. They would 
then be responsible for planning and executing 
the worship service. What better way to teach 
leadership skills than to let them lead! Especially 
for any scripture reading, leading of the Call to 
Worship or lining out of the psalm, or giving a 
talk, encourage the camper-leaders to practice so 
they are comfortable “up front” and effective as 
worship leaders. Of course, you will want to adapt 
and modify the suggestions as your team, worship 
space, tradition, and schedule allow.

Multiple Intelligences: Interpersonal
Supplies:	Bibles,	copies	of	the	day’s	worship	plan,	pens	or	

pencils

visuals for Worship
Visual representations of the lessons can be 
great ways to help your campers internalize the 
message. Each day’s plan has suggested visuals, 
but let your imagination play as you consider 
your own spaces, places, and supplies. Review 
also the symbols from the age-level Daily Plans. 
How might they be incorporated? Some of the 
age levels may have made representations in their 
Explore or Experience activities and can bring 
them to add to worship.

Be creative in the set up of your space; consider 
the light (especially for evening worship), the 
energy, and the scenery. Making the most of these 
elements will take some time and preparation but 
will be worth the effort. 

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial
Supplies:	Suggested	imagery,	including	the	days’	symbols,	

items as determined by the planners

Scripture
Select strong readers, either from among the 
worship team or other volunteers or staff. 
Encourage the readers to practice reading aloud 
before worship.

For the psalms, consider ways of having the 
campers do more than simply hear them read. 
For example, a leader (possibly a worship team 
camper) can read aloud one phrase or line at a 
time and have the campers repeat it. This style is 
called lining-out. Another option is for volunteers 
on the worship team to do interpretive dance 
or to create motions for the campers to imitate. 
Setting the words to music and teaching the song 
to the campers to sing is also a possibility. Be 
creative.

The Old Testament scriptures are listed before the 
key passage, which is from the New Testament. 
However, you may move the psalm to another 
point, such as part of the Gathering or in the 
Responding section—whatever seems to fit the 
flow of the day’s worship.

Multiple Intelligences: Linguistic, potentially Bodily/
Kinesthetic, Musical, Spatial

Supplies: Bible

Closing Prayer 
A “season of prayer” is the suggested closing for 
each day. The format is for a leader to start the 
prayer and then to open it up to the campers. 
The leader should invite campers to pray out loud 
if they feel so moved, or to pray quietly in their 
hearts. Each day, a different designated person 
should close after an appropriate amount of time. 
You may want to encourage leaders to fill in if 
campers don’t respond at first. 

This type of prayer provides the campers an 
opportunity to pray out loud in a nonthreatening 
way. It will be even more effective if it is done at 
night, when the darkness provides more “safety” 
to pray out loud. Participation may start slowly, 
but by the end of the week you may need extra 
time for all the prayers. Remind counselors to 
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upPOWERPOWER
DAY CAMP: Week 3

  with the Fruit of the Spirit

Plan Your Week
Use the grid below as an example to help you create a visual plan for your week. (You will want to list 
your own schedule and write in your choices.) Select activities from the various listings below; feel free 
to add others of your own creation, as well.

Camp
Schedule Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Getting to Know 
You

 

•	Pick	a	Pack •	Lime	and	
Lemon

Energizers •	Catch	the	Spirit	 •	Fruit	(of-the-
Spirit) Basket 
Upset 

•	Fruit	of	the	Spirit	
Scavenger Hunt

•	Leaf	Hunt	Relay

Bible Time •	Fruit	of	the	
Spirit

•	Taste	and	See •	Taste	and	See	
That the Lord Is 
Good

•	The	Fruit	
Modeled for Us

•	Extreme	
Believer 
Makeover

Morning Activity 
Options 

•	Story	Symbol	
•	Bird	Feeders
•	Plant	Good	

Seeds 

•	Song	Fest
•	Fruit	Rocks
•	Your	Fruit	Is	

Showing

•	Touchy	Feely	
Boxes

•	Folding	Fruit	of	
the Spirit

•	The	Giving	Tree

•	Growing	the	Fruit	
of the Spirit in 
Me

•	Good	Fruit	
versus Bad Fruit

•	Following	the	
Spirit or Selfish 
Desires

•	Fruit	Stations

Quiet Time •	Rest	&	Read
•	Journal	

•	Table	Talk
•	Journal

•	Rest	&	Read
•	Journal

•	Table	Talk
•	Journal

•	Rest	&	Read
•	Journal

Afternoon Activity 
Options 

•	Baskets	of	
Fruit

•	Song	Fest
•	Fruit	Kabob	

Snack

•	Origami	Fruit
•	Random	Acts	of	

Fruitiness
•	Go	and	Pick

•	Fruity	
Commercial

•	Stuck	in	My	
Head...

•	Kool	Dough

•	Fruit	of	the	Spirit	
Swing Challenge

•	Prayer	Beads

•	Community	Tree
•	Praying	in	Color

Devotions •	Fruit	Check •	Praying	the	
Fruit Tree

•	Planting	Seeds	 •	Displaying	the	
Fruit

•	Prayer	of	St.	
Francis
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Week 3 Overview
 
Scripture: Galatians 5:16-26 (CEB)

Focus: Living by the Spirit produces good fruit in our lives. Good fruit affects the whole 
community positively.

Connection to Campers: So often the Christian life is understood by what believers are not 
allowed to do. That emphasis leads to legalism and judgment. Help campers move beyond these 
misconceptions by focusing on the things all Christians can do to make the world a better place. 
The beauty of this passage is that it explores the wonderful characteristics of vibrant faith. This 
theme is an opportunity to celebrate the life-giving gifts of the Holy Spirit. 

Leader Notes: Review the “Biblical and Theological Overview” for Day 4. If possible, use the 
translation from the Common English Bible (CEB). Especially if your group is predominantly 
younger children, you may want to treat “the actions that are produced by selfish motives” as a 
whole rather than focusing on specifics or just concentrate on good behaviors that come from 
choosing to live in the Spirit (verses 22-26). 

Be aware of the “goodness”/”generosity” issue. (See Fruit Alert on page 6.) The fruit of living in 
God’s Spirit is manifested in many ways! Help campers understand that there are more “fruit” 
that will produce good than just the nine listed in the scripture. 

Throughout the remainder of the week, be attentive to naming for campers actions they do that 
show the fruit of the Spirit. Your noticing and affirming will go a long way toward helping them 
be more aware of how people live in the Spirit.

Remind campers that the Spirit gives them the power to choose the fruit of the Spirit versus 
“selfish desires.” Help the campers be excited to live out the call, not just to look at Christ’s 
example. 

Symbol for the Week: Various Fruit
What does “living in the Spirit” produce? The fruit of those cumulative, daily decisions is life-
giving, wholesome, beautiful. Choosing to live without the Spirit bears fruit that tears apart 
communities and lives.

Most of these activities come from specific age levels in the residential camp daily plans. 
However, they can readily be adjusted for younger or older or mixed-age groups in day camp. 
Feel free to adapt them to fit your camp and campers.

  

Getting-to-Know-You 
Games

Pick a Pack
Invite the group to sit in a circle. Place an empty 
basket in the center of the circle. Tell the campers 
that they will be talking about the fruit of the 
Spirit. Explain that as they go around the circle, 
each person will tell his or her first name and also 
a fruit—something that grows on a tree, bush, 
plant, or in the ground and can be picked and 

eaten. (Nuts, flowers, and vegetables may also 
count, if you wish, because they are technically 
fruit of the plant.)  

Challenge the campers to pick something that 
also starts with the first letter of their name. (My 
name is Quentin and I pick quince.) Give that 
person a big “Woo hoo,” but recognize that not 
everyone will be familiar with a fruit that goes 
with his or her initial. Perhaps the group can help 
think of one. 

Do another round and challenge campers to 
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Morning & Afternoon 
Activity Options

Story Symbol = various Fruits 
Show the symbol. Ask campers why it is a good 
reminder of what the Bible teaches. Talk about 
fruit as what the plant produces when it is 
connected to a source of water and food. Compare 
that to the campers being able to produce the fruit 
of the Spirit because they are connected to the 
Source of what they need—the Holy Spirit.

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial
Supplies: Representation of various fruit

Folding Fruit of the Spirit 
Have campers work together to create their 
folding sticks. (Leader Note: For younger children, 
provide craft sticks already taped together and just 
have them decorate the sticks.) Then have them 
work separately or in family groups to write and 
decorate. 

Have each camper follow these directions:

 1. Cut masking tape into nine 4-inch pieces. 

 2. Place two sticks together side by side, flat sides 
down, and tape them together with one of 
the pieces of tape, longways down the middle, 
connecting both the sticks with the tape.

 3. Turn the two sticks over so you don’t see the 
tape, place another stick next to the other two 
sticks taped together, and use another piece of 
tape to tape the new stick to the first two.

 4. Turn all three sticks over, place another stick 
next to the third stick, and tape it onto the 
third stick.

 5. Continue to flip the row of sticks over, 
attaching a new stick to the previously taped 
stick each time. This repetition creates a line 
of ten sticks that will fold like an accordion. 

 6. Don’t worry about tape being on a “writing 
side” of a stick, it is actually easier to write 
on the tape than the stick. Plus, the tape is a 
similar color to the stick and blends in.

Now, in smaller groups the campers are to write 
“Fruit of the Spirit“ on the top stick of the folded 
stack, then write each of the nine fruit on the 
next nine sticks. Have them make sure the writing 

will be all on the same side of the sticks when 
unfolded. They may decorate as they wish. Show 
campers how to fold up their sticks accordion 
style and tie them together with the ribbon. These 
are a great tool for learning the fruit since campers 
can test themselves by revealing one fruit at a 
time. 

Multiple Intelligences: Spatial
Supplies: Per camper: 10 jumbo craft sticks (tongue 

depressors), scissors, masking tape used in 4-inch pieces, 
6-inch piece of ribbon, permanent markers or colored pencils 
(washable markers smear.) 

Bird Feeders
Using various fruits, campers will create bird 
feeders to hang around camp, or for campers to 
take home. Campers may make all three types if 
supplies and time are available: 

•	 Orange halves simply need to be cleaned out 
(saving the fruit or eating it). After poking 
three holes at least half an inch down from 
the edge and equidistant from each other 
around the circumference, thread pieces of 
yarn through each hole, tie each off with a 
large knot on the inside of the orange rind, 
and tie all three pieces of yarn together at the 
top, with a loop to hang on a tree branch. Fill 
with birdseed or with the orange pulp for the 
birds to eat.

•	 Apple cross-sections are hung by running a 
piece of yarn through the center where the 
seeds are or by poking a hole in the center. 
Loop the yarn through and tie at the top to 
hang on a tree branch.

•	 Cranberries are strung on a thread by needle 
(younger campers may need a partner to 
help) to make about a six-to-eight-inch icicle. 
Tie off the thread with a big knot at the 
bottom and loop the thread at the top so it 
can be hung in a tree. Longer garlands can 
be made that will lie on the branches, but 
the needle work tends to stretch the fruit of 
patience in many campers.

Point out that God wants us to live out the fruit 
of the Spirit on a daily basis. Ask: “How can caring 
for God’s critters and creation represent any of 
the fruit of the Spirit?” (gentleness of their habitat, 
patience when sharing space, self-control in respecting 
their homes, and so on). 
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